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CHÀPTER INTRODUCTI ON

This is probably the nost difficult enterprise that I

have undertaken in my acadernic carêer. f say this not because

it is a thesis, to be judged and adjudicated by my examj-ners,

nor because it is probabfy the single, longest docurnent I have

produced in the academy. It is because it is a deconstruction

of women as they are constructed by both Feminisrn and

Anthropofogy, the two areas of concern in this thesis, It is

also difficult for me as a woman to have to deconstruct the

Feminist construction of cufture, since it night be construed

by my examiners and readers that I am in oppositj-on to the

neminist core value of afleviating the oppression of women at

the hands of men. f am not. I believe that Feninism and

Feminists are coming dangerously close to replicating the

cuftural construction of Women that Anthropology has produced

in the forrn of The Culture of Man. I an deeply committed to

changing the status of women in any culturaf context, just as

I am deepfy committed to Anthropofogy and Cufture. I believe

that it is only through such committrnents that one can f j-nd

the courage to pursue the kinds of research needed to change

the situations that Ferninism and Anthropology find themselves

in. I use the word rrcourage'r because such perspectives as mine

are often marginalized by both Feminisrn and Anthropol-ogy,

In this thesis I am not criticizing Feminism and

Anthropol-ogy for the sake of criticizi-ng or sirnply producing



a docunent for a degree requirement. This thesis is the first
of two stages in a deconstruction aimed at strengthening both

Anthropologica l- and Feninist theory and producing a more

incfusive Cufture regardless of whether one is a Feininist, an

Anthropofogist; regardfess of sex, ethnicity or ctass. This

thesis is also an experirnent in pushing as much as possible

against the boundaries of both Femlnism and its molar gloss or

surface performance of Cufture, and Anthropology's excl-usive

Culture of Man.

The idea for this v,¡ork arose from frustration:
frustration in l^lomen's Studies programs that assert rr,vomenrs

cuLturerr or rrthe r^romenrs communityrr as a noÌar gloss that
springs directly from a centraf and totalizing theoreticaf
paradigrn. Frustration was afso the key ingredient in ny

acadernic career in .Anthropology \,r'here nomothetic glosses

effectively minimj.ze Difference between wonen and bury wonen

further in the culture of ¡{an. The preponderance of culturaf
isornorphisrns in both Anthropofogy and Feminis¡n is preventing

insights into a possible integrated pluraÌisìr of wonen.

When I began the baseline research for this thesis, it
was irnmediately c.Lear to me, that rtwornen r s cultureÍ couf d not

exist. It could not exist because feminist theorists, who

are the producers of a notlon of rrwomenrs culturer, have not
yet corne to terms with the culture of Man and the Anthropology

that has produced it. within the f irst \.,reek of data

collection, the evidence was overwhef¡ning that rrtronenrs



culture[ r^Jas a figure of academic assertion. The further rny

research progressed, the more clear it became that this
rrh¡omen I s cu.lturerr was an exclusive entity with rigid
boundaries set al-ong lines of cl-ass and ethnlclty. It \^/as

afso abundantly cfear to frê, as the data started to
accumulate, that the Language of womenr s Studies programs was

an excfusive boundary naintenance function itsel-f that acted

to alienate those outside its elass parameters.

A s j-rnil-ar situation exists in the discipline of

Anthropofogy which has produced a culture of Man. Llke

Feminisrn, the Lanquage of Anthropology has effectively
afienated itself fron the very thing it has been seeking,

namely cuÌture. Both discipfines concern themselves vrith the

other and the construction of that Other,. it is this
construction that is of central concern here in this thesis.
The working definition of Culture that I have used throughout

this work is: Cufture is the sociâlfy and svnbolically learned

and more or less shared knowJ-edge which underì-ies behavior,.

this knowledge gives rneaning and order to human cognition and

experience and is a product of consciousness. In rny

understanding and treatnent of Culture rneaning is assigned.

and from this assignment comes culturaf experience and value.

This is a symbolic work that owes a considerabfe debt to
M. Foucault and his r¿ork Power and Knowledqe (1980).In

designing the research I befieved like FoucauÌt that there is
a power in knowledge particularly between those l,ùho know and



those who do not knohr. Like Foucauft I have suspended the

usual concept of power as being an ascendant force, sornething

to be seized and wielded; rather I have used it as the power

that is inherent in particular discursive fields that operate

behind the Language of the disciplines of Feminisrn and

AnthropoÌogy. I have attenpted to access this discourse and

its knowledge in order to deterrnine if 'twomenrs cufturer as

mobil-ized by fe¡ninist theorists exists. I felt that by

suspending the usual conception of power I might move beyond

the Language glosses of the acadeny i.e., the performance of
the assertion of a culture and access or rtap intofl a more

substantive or anthropological notion of Culture, in this
case, a wonenr s cul-ture.

fn the chapter entitled rrNarrativesr I have presented for
tlre reader the discursive fields in the form of narratives in
order that the reader have access to the kinds of discourse

that conprise the data base. The narratives themselves are

k¡locked out or bounded in the text exactly as they occur on

the interview tapes, My treatment in the form of analysis
based on these narratives either precedes or follows these

narratives. This is an experiment in textuality that rnoves

beyond the more cl-assicaL approaches rvhere the words of the

infor¡nant are onfy experienced. through the author I s

transforrnations. It is irnpossibfe to present every narrative
to the reader and as a resuft I have fitted the narratives
into fields, discursive fiefdsf based on a syrnbolic domain



anaÌysis (Spradley 7979). These discursive fields v/ere derived
from the entire body of narratives, conbining tvro procedures.

nanel-y a dornain anaLysis and key symbofs (Ortner 1973b) . It
is impossibl-e when undertaking this kind of research to avoid
categorization, and I have laboured at keeping this facet to
a minirnum. Hor^/ever, the women who took part in the research
did in many instances give similar d.iscourse, and it is from

these sirnilarities and differences generated by the wonen

themsefves that I have devised the discursive fiefds.
one of the demons that I l_ive with as a \irornan and an

anthropologist is the structuraf nature of my discipJ-ine,.

specifically the paradigrn of binary oppositions that is
inherent in Anthropol-ogy. In this thesis there are two
rrResuf tsrr chapters . In one of these chapters entitted,
rrI,anguage and Alienationrr I discuss the nature of Language and

the nature of discourse as I use it here in this work. As a

word of caution to the reader, Language and dj-scourse are NeI
opposed in the way in which structural anthropology opposes

its binary oppositions. Nor is any other concept opposed in
this rnanner. If the read.er conceptualizes perspectives as

being opposed, then that is the product of the readerrs
cognitive processes rather than the intent of this thesis or
its design. The rigld paradigrn of binary opposition as it
operates in The Cutture of Man: nature-cufture, v/oman-man,

wil-d-ta¡ne and so on throughout the cul-turaL literature is j,n

my rnind to be avoided at a 1l- costs , I have r,¡orked to provj,de



an avenue \^¡here we can begin as v¡omen and as anthropologists
to engage Difference as it applies to both Culture and l^romen.

The database of this thesis is r¿hat I calÌ narratives or

recorded interviews which I have organized into three

discursive fiefds. I address and discuss this in depth in
Chapter Three. Throughout this thesis I make a distinction
betr,Jeen Language and discourse. As mentj-oned above they are

not opposed but rather a neans for rne to readily differentiate
between what I see as the Language or meta-Language of
Anthropology and Ferninist writers and the \^/ords of the women

v/ho gave the narratives. Also, there is a further distinction
to be made $/ith regard to my mobilization of discourse here

nâmeIy/ the rneaning of discourse itsel,f . Like Michef FoucauLt

I treat discourse as an event that is situated beyond the

immediate and superficial meaning of words. fn doing so,

discourse moves beyond a mere conveyance of mean j-ng and

becomes a representative frameh¡ork for cultural- practices,

moraLs, events, econonies and faws.

By treating discourse as an event and not a sinple

conveyance of neaning, I have attenpted to access the cul_tural-

institutions that rrline-uptt behind the discourses that ffow

from particular experiences and knowledges. Further, by

determining the power in these discursive fields distilÌed
frorn experience and knor^rledge f have atternpted to d.emostrate

that the gfoss of I'a womenrs culturerr is a product of a meta-

language and not the on-the-ground operating ideology of many



women. Al-so cogent to this thesis is Foucoultrs work on the
irnpact of discourse on bodies (Foucautt 19BO). What Foucault

means by rrbodiesrr can be written and understood in this work

as beiravior. This facet of discourse is discussed in depth in
Chapter Five, Language and Alienation. Throughout the thesis
and specifically in the chapter on Language and Alienation I
have attempted to demonstrate that in both Feminist writing
and anthropological writing, the Language of theory itseÌf has

corne to be a form of dornination. In my perception this is a

hegemonic system of homologies. What I mean by this is that
there is an assertion and a performance of un j-ty and

honogeneity that, in fact, does not exist. This denial of
plurality is an act of exclusionary por^/er or hegernony. I have

also attenpted to denonstrate that the Feninist assertion of
a rtvr'omenrs culturerr finds its roots in the centraÌized theory
of Womenrs Studies programs, Àll the narratives in this
thesis, both those that are revealed and the ones that are

not, stand as a counterpoint to that claim, It is alt these

narratives that comprise what I calÌ the profile of
separatj-onf derived directly fronì the dornain analysis of the

discursive fiefds.

Throughout this thesis I have capitalized certain r¿ord.s

such as Cul-ture, other, Difference and Voice. I have done this
to mark rrhat f perceive to be the logocentrisms of the meta-

J-anguages of both Ferninisrn and Ànthropology. The capital is
itsel-f a neta-narker that signifies what I regard as the



rej-fication of centralized, theoretical symbols in Lhe

academic Language, In the narratives themselves, lvords such as

rrcul-turerr have not been capitalized because the narratives
have been transcribed directly from the interview tapes. When

these ¡¡ornen spoke, they spoke as v/onen not as anthropologists

i.e.,' they were not enploying the meta-language and meta-

markers of anthropo log ists . My rnanipulatÍon of the narratives
occurs in rny compilation of the discursive fields, themselves

derived through a symbolic domain analysis and a rnoblization

of significant symbols (ceertz L973).

The body of literature thaL is of concern to this thesis

is irnmense. It enconpasses Feminist writing, Anthropological

writing, several theoreticat fieÌds such as post-

structuralisn, structuralisn, discourse anal-ysis,

deconstruction and critical theory. The writing of châpter Two

on Revier¡/ of the Literature was an .immense j ob . Subseqentty,

I have Limited the discussion in that chapter to those v¡orks

that in ny estimation best represent the areas that are in a

direct relationship to the central theme of this thesis. In

Anthropology I have sefected those works that il-fustrate the

meta-Ianguage of the Culture of Man and its exclusive

boundaries. f have afso incfuded works by ferninist

anthropologists that are often mistaken as rrwomen I s wordsrl

when in fact they have a solid base in the androcentric

cultural model. fn the Feminist Literature I have attempted to

mobi-fi-ze those works that are in turn nobifized in Wornenrs



Studies proqrams in the assertion of a rr\¿omenrs cufture. fl I
have afso nobilized the Ferninist li.terature that I think is
pertinent to my cl-aim in this thesis that what is often called
rrwomenrs cul-turerr can be seen as an extension of what I calÌ
The Cufture of Man in Ànthropology.

Throughout this work I have been attempting to
de¡nonstrate that rrwonenrs culturerr as it is moÌ:ilized in the

Language of the acaderny does not exist in the discourse of
everyday life beyond that Language. In order to do thj.s I
employed the ¡nethodology and procedure outfined in Chapter

Three on Method. The database was organized by me into three
discursive fields, which I refer to in this \,rork as 51, 52 and

53. These discursive fiefds were designed to be counter-points
to one another and each field was scrutinized and analyzed in
order to derive the symbolic discursive field based on the

narratives given. The symbolic profifes of each sanplers

discursive field was arrived at by using a domain analysis

which is avail-able to the reader in the Appendices. I was not

seeking the Culture of Man so evident in our everyday

experiences and knowLedge, but rather I was attenpting to
determine if a separate culture, for and by women, existed as

some f erninist writers clain.



CHÀPTER TWO THE REVIEI{ OF THE LITERATURE

There are several- literatures central to this thesis.
They are: post-structura I isn, structuraLism, Feminist theory,
Anthropology and Feminist Anthropology. The contradictory
nature of Feminisrn and Ànthropology is also of considerakrle

significance in terms of the literature review for they are

constructed to be in opposition to one another. Marilyn
Strathernrs probfematic articfe "An Äwkward Refationship: The

Case of Ferninism and Anthropology'r (1987) is the best exampfe

of this supposed opposition between the two areas. Both

Fe¡ninism and Anthropology deal with the construction of vromen,

either deliberately as in the Feminist Iiterature or
fortuitously as in the case of Anthropol-ogy. I say

fortultousfy because I hope to denonstrate in this thesls,
using my research data as a base, that Ferninism and

AnthropoÌogy are not as contradictory as one rnight think. It
is the intent of this thesis to demonstrate that there is
indeed a performance of Difference between the two paradigms,

yet both rnobilize the same notion of cuLture. Each paradigm

constj-tutes itseff as different frorn the other; but, this
thesis demonstrates that this performance of difference is a

false consciousness.



I use paradigm here to mean the conceptual frameworks and

working assumptions that are inherent in particular knowledges

as they are mobilized by either Feninists or antfrropologists .

Paradj-grn in this thesis is afso used. to indicate a particular
cultural construction. Gender, for instance, is a cultural
constructj-on. Other constructlons from both discJ.plines of
concern here are what I cal-f the Cufture of Man, Voice, Other,

Empowerment, rrr¡/onen' S cu.Lturerr and in general the generâtive
po\¡¡er inherent in the collective sukrjectivity of textual
correctness denanded by each theoreticaf area,

There is an irnportant element conmon to both disciplines,
narnely, the focus of authors on experience and. knowledge as a
mechanisrn in the finaL textual.ity of theory. In both Ferninism

and Anthropology/ the Self and other are criticalty lj-nked

through this element of experience. The recent trends of
ethnography in Anthropology, represented by ethnographers such

as Rosafdo (1989), Clifford (1983) and Rabinow (1977) , attempt

to reach out to the experience of the Other and incorporate it
in the text. To date this has only resufted j-n a further
cuÌturaf bJ.urring of the other beneath the central-ized
experiences of the ethnographer. This type of textuality can

be found in Rosafdots Culture and Truth (f989) or in Marcus

and Fischerrs Ànthropofoqy As Cultural- CritiqUe (1986). These

ethnographies have not rnoved beyond what Roy Wagner (1981,:4)

has cal-Ied rrcul-turaf , eclectic relativity" ; whereby the
ethnographer I s invention of Cul-ture beconìes the connector

11



between the experiences of the anthropologist and the Otier
s/he constructs.

In these ethnographies one can perce j,ve a performance of
a movement â\.ray fron the cfassical stance in Anthropology
when, in fact, it is a textuaf ifÌusion. Experience is touted
as being some sort of connon ground betvreen the curturaf serf
and the cufturaf other, when in fact nothing has been changed
in the model- i,n terms of the actual cul-tural_ construction
except to enpl.y experience in a universal manner. The

expropriation of the cufturar. experiences of the other is not
different than the expropriation and hidden manipuì-ation of
other cultural erenents inherent in the framework of crassicaf
ethnography. The rnodef has not been revamped, but rather
sirnply renaned.

ceorge Marcus and Mj.chaef Fischer (1986) in Anthropofoqy
as Cul,turaÌ Critique, do nothing to renove the duafist and
androcentric stance bet!,reen themselves and their informants.
Their supposedly new nrethod in ethnography claims that the
cultura.L Other is not "critically attacked,,. Effort is
invoked in order to establish a relationship with the Other in
order to ilfurninate Difference (1986:137) . Cfifford (1983)
calLs this effort a ndiscourse that wilf contain multipì-e
voicesrr in which everyone shares in the final textuality. This
is in fact not the case. The words of the cultural Other are
al-r,rays controf led at a nultiplicity of l-evef s by the author.
There is no way in the current franer¿ork of Anthropology to

t2



avoid th.is fact. As anthropo log i st.s we have, as Wagner (1981)

says, invented Culture, and subsequently we have rigidly
defined the acceptable r,/ays in which the cuftural Other is
defined. f believe the current trends in ethnography remain

structurafist¿ androcentric and. exclusive in the same manner

that the constructed Culture of Man is exclusive.
No\.dhere is this better represented than in Renato

Rosal"dors 1989 text Culture and Truth: The Renìakincr of Soc.i a l

Analvsis. The strength of this work lies in its critique of
the cfassical research methods of distance-norna f i z ing
techniques such as participant observation. The weakness of
this work is that Rosaldo assumes there is a system of Cufture
that can be integrated with individual, intirnate feelings and

that this can be carried through to the final textuality.
Feminists writers have also operated in this manner, which I
wilL dj-scuss shortJ.y. In both Ferninisin and Anthropology this
Culture is asserted rather than denonstrated in the finaf
textuaJ.ity. Ecfecticism is a central principle in current
approach to ethnography. Ho\,Jever. Rosaldo,s personaJ-ized

eclecticism is frustrating, for it prevents the cultural other
that he so desperately seeks from becoming visible to the
reader. His discussions of women, as with many male

ethnographers, are superficial and additive rather than

integrative.

Rosaldo attenpts to rnobilize Feminisrn in instances where

the l-inks to the text in general are not apparent. He prornlses

l-3



the reader an integratecl discussion of irr^/onenrs voice that
can never materiafize because of his own gender. I,that is
intrinsicafly ernbedded in his l{ork is the rnobifization of
MicheIÌe Rosal-do's work frorn the 1970's. Unfortunatety, Renato
RosaLdo has learned little from it, since he replicates the
same problens found in that work in terms of the hierarchial
frametvork and the use of gender-loaded language. (see:
M.Rosaldo and Louise Lamphere a974.)

This is the same troubfesome model Roger Keesing utilizes
in his repertoire of pubJ-ished works (e.g., Keesing 1983).
This ¡nethod, I.ike Rosaldors, continues to assune that men can

write the experience and knor,,¡l-edge of wornen. It is also a

probl-em in the work of Marilyn Strathern who/ atthough a

r'r'oman ' continues to mobilize an androcentric model that treats
women in an isomorphic manner. However in the case of Rosaldo
(1989)¡ Keesing (1983) and Edwin Ardener (I975), these
ethnographers seem unaware of the ep isterno logica I probJ-ern of
rnen speaking and writing for and about women.

Like rnany ethnographers, Rosaldo (1989) is concerned with
the position of objectivism in Anthropology. He rnobilizes his
own grief and rage from his wifers death to introduce the
elenent of subjectivity into his text. In doing so he has

completely troped, or transforned, the useful- version of
subjectivity in post-structuraf i sm into a subjectivity as

probJ-ernatic as the objectivisrn he cfaims to oppose j.n the
classica.l- ethnographic techniques. There is no difference

14



between objectivity and subjectivity in Rosalclors work, or for
that matter in the r,rork of nany current ethnographers. The

subjectivity these men utilize remains a hegemony and is
imperialistic in its textual authority. The cufturaf other is
an additive quality that folfows behind the events of the
authorrs experience.

For instance, RosaLdo (1989) inìposes his own experience

of grief on the Il-ongot model without accounting for the
nature of the conflicting cultural contexts involved. It j-s

slippage such as this that rnight fait to convince hard-boifed
ethnographers that the post-structural ist idea of subject
interviewing subject might be a valid approach to the writing
of culture. This type of sukrjectivity found in such trorks as

Rosafdo's is not the intended sul:jectivity of the post-
structuralist paradigm. Rosaldo (1989). Marcus and Fischer
(1986), Kevin Dwyer (1982) and paut Rabinolv (L977) are among

a host of ethnographers who have not yet come to terns with
the fact that as anthropologists we tend to be distrustfuf of
the bare words of informants. In the classical genre/ v/e are

encouraged as ethnographers to present the informants words

onfy as they have been treated by the anthropological author.
Culture and Truth does nothing to solve the probfenì of

Anthropologyrs treatment of wonen. The work produced by here

stil-l- clings to an imperiaÌist nostalgia, only notv it is
encapsulated in the perfornance of a sukrjective experience as

common ground between Self and Other, How does this differ

15



from the classical methocìs that enploy the same system of
nomothetics under the guise of an objective experience? tt
does not. The most darnaging element of ethnographies such as

thls is that they clai¡n to speak for the other under the guise
of giving Voice, This is just as insidious as the Fe¡ninist
writers who cl-ai¡n thelr nethods [affowfl women to have Voice.

Both are lnperialist and exclusionary stances. There are

static, structuralist modefs in v¡hich subjectivity and its
relation to rneaning and experience are rigidly fixed in
entrenched and opposed essentiaList positions. This
perspective will onty continue to trivialize the cultural
Other. As a method it is "perfornance oriented'r, that is, this
nethod is only a pretence of the Voice of the other f il-tered
through the troped experiences of the author.

MariLyn Strathern is a Feminist anthropologist. Her work

attenpts to define the Ferninist perspective in ethnographic
research. Strathernts work is an example of how wornen either
consciously or unconsciously apply the androcentric bias
inherent in cl-assical ethnography. The resul-ts of such nodels

is a reinvention of wonenrs "traditionalrr roLes. In an articl-e
entitÌed "Domesticity and the Denigration of Womenù (IgB4) |

Strathern atternpts to denonstrate that the denigration of
dornesticlty found Ín v/estern (sic) cuftures cannot be applied
in cross-cufturaf contextsf in her case, Hagen, Ne\,J Guinean

women. After stating its case as a ferninist piece, this
article lapses into a refativism from \,r'hich it does not



recover. This theoretical construct tends to shift the
analysis frorn the real problen, \,Jhat I see as an androcentric
and essentialist bias, to a polemic of cross-cultural
cornparisons.

Strathern achieves this shift of emphasis by erroneously

expropriating a Hagen New cuinean symbolic system, the public
ritual denigration of r.t¡omen,s roLes. By using a Western (sic)
meaning system in a cfassical structure of binary opposites,

she fuses the two syrnbotic systems in the final textuality.
This effectiveJ.y minimizes the cuftural differences betlveen

r^¡omen in both cultures under discussion. Strathernrs method i-s

deeply indebted to the application of cul-tura1 universals,
inherent in androcentric cultural nodels. Also, Strathern r s

o!/n perspective leans heavily on the male hegenony in
ethnographic texts. She coul-d have mobifized the work of any

number of femafe Mefanesian scholars, yet she refers to and

ref ies on the problernat.ic work of her husband, Andrer,.r

strathern (see Strathern, À. L97I). The implications this
refiance on her husband's r,r'ork has for a Feminist perspective

shoul-d be obvious. Andrew Strathernrs work represents the
classical ethnographies, effectively countered by such works

as Roy Wagnerrs Invention of culture (1991-). À. Strathern
rrwent nativerr by immersing hirnself into Big Man Mefanesian

politics.

Àl-though Marilyn Strathern atternpts to write in a cross-
cul-turaL manner, she proceeds v/ith the assurnption that the



cultural activities of men are more irnportant rnateriaL for
ethnographic texts, In the article ',Virgin Spirit Cultsfi

(1980), this fact is brought ho¡ne when Strathern says, ''men

are the agents of conversion through which womenr s power of
regenesís is usurped (sic) with the spirit of the virgin
cult. rr (1980:22) It is these groups which practice ritual
denigration of Hagen h¡onenrs rofes which Strathern claims have

no refation to r^/onenrs everyday fives. The probfem with this
kind of assunption in symbolic analysis is that it does not
recognize that symbofic evocation is grafted on to direct
signification and the symbol ls not mobilized in isoÌation.
The concept of syrnboJ. is integrally connected to sign.
Synbolic analysis nust be concerned tùith the action of the

synboL itseÌf.
Synbolically Strathernrs work replicates Ortnerrs Key

Symbof model of culture/nature (1973b) and in "Domesticity and

the Denigration of Womenrr Strathern continues the androcentric
opposition by employing constructions such

as : rrrubbish/prest ige : private/publ ic and we/they" (1973b) , afl
exorcized in contexts she claims ought not to be cornpared in
the first instance. Reflexively this is probJ-enatic. When

Strathern says, "the denigration of domesticity is used to
symbolic effect" and 'rwonen,s association with the domestic

domain gives particular val-ue to femafeness'r (1984:31) she is
saying that these symbols do not affect the culturaf
derivation of seffhood for v/omen. f believe she has either
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consciously or unconsciously separated sign and association.
Association, or the connotational aspects of symbol, also can

have an impact on behaviour, as Foucault (1980) aptfy
demonstrates, Also, the associative aspects of symbols are
partlcularfy important in Anthropology, given its rich
coflection of ritual practices.

Strathernrs account renders the symbolism of everyday

life in Hagen society rneaningless and disembodied by

separating sign and association. She has not come to terms

with Difference, written in her theoretical framework as
rrcross-cultura I rr referents. In applying the androcentric rnodel

she has effectively ¡nininized difference between women by

believing that she is working in o cross-cultura l r contexts but
unfortunately faiJ"s to unpack \,rhat I see as the Culture of Man

in either case. This effectively works as an agent of
excfusion for rrWesternrr cufture which in itself is not an

isomorphic ¡nodifier. Signs as a function of symbolisn are

inplied propositions. Strathern does not analyze the nature of
the knowledge to be derived from the symbols that she

nìanipufates, The finaf resuft is the hegemony inherent in the
cl-ass ical- paradigm.

STRUCTURALTSM:

Fron ny perspective, three of the most probLernatic areas
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in Anthropology are directly rel-ated to both methods and

paradigms that derive their theoretical and. cognitive
frameworks fro¡n such \¡/orks as Levi-strauss's Structuraf
Anthropofogy. (1963) Levi-Straussr r¡rork r^/as undertaken about

the same time as Jacques Derrida. Jacques Lacan and Roland

Barthes. Anthropology J-s weII-acquainted with both Barthes and

Levi-Strauss. Lacan and Derrida, and later MicheL Foucauft.
are frequently referred to as post-structura f ists , vrhose vrork

is beyond the rigid paradigms of Structural- Anthropology

(1963) which in turn was cl_oser to de Saussaurers work than
any of the deconstructive work of Derrida (Lgj9) and to some

extent Lacan.

From such structuraList. works as Levi-Straussr cones the
cognitive fra¡ner¿ork of duaf isrn and its paradigrn of binary
oppositions. Such constructs have had a destructive inpact on

the cul-tural Other, a category that incl-udes rvomen. Further
dualisrn both as a nethod and a cognitive paradigm also have

shaped the probfematic profile of the reality and textuality
of wonen.

rrNature. Cufture and Gender[ by p. Maccornack (1980) is an

example of the 1íterature that atternpts to deaf with the
essentiafisms inherent in dual isrn.

MacCormack assaiLs structuralist paradignìs in the name of
Levi-Strauss and traces his history back to Rousseau and to
the modef he borrowed lilcerally from de Saussure, the
structural linguist. The basic prernise of this paradigm
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enploys a binary opposition system to buiÌd in our mind our
perceptions of the v/orld. Maccornack says, rstructuralists

have smugly assumed that there is a single basic structure of
binary thinking underlying all human nental functioning,,
(1980:2). Maccormack points our that fike de Saussure, Levi_
Strauss erroneously believed that the signs perceived in
linguistics coufd be isorated from the rest of the cur,turar
matrix. It is this technique, driven to oppose and categorize,
that has produced the dualistic culture/nature dichot.orny.

MacCormackrs work exposes the centraf f larv of this type
of anthropological thinking by confusing a cultural_Ly
constrained ranking system of Nature with nature itseff. The

model of Levi-Strauss is flawed, as was de Saussurers, because

it cannot separate on the one hand or connect on the other the
crucial- link between the unconscious functions of brain and

the on-the-ground-rea l ity it attempts to explain. In other
words, its centraf assurnptlons are not demonstrable and

therefore the rigid stasis of symbols al-ways in opposition
creates a cultural- framework of exclusion.

one of the strongest features of Maccormackrs articfe is
her criticisn of Levi-Straussr structurafisrn for its
biological reductionism inherent in the model and the
structuralist insistence on the application of cuftural
oppositions. Anthropologists such as Edwin and Shirfey Ardener
(1,975) continue this dualist modeÌ by postuÌating textual
constructions such as: cofon ist/ cofoni z ed,
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capitalist/prof etraian, nale/ f enaf e / cuf ture/ nature I tarne/wi J.d

and seLf/other. These constructions are exclusionary in their
dianetricatty opposed positions that in turn render a

cognitive map of cul-tural behaviour. This is rvhat I believe ll.
Foucauft is talking about when he discussed the impact of
discourse on behaviour in rpower and KnoÍ/ledge" (19g0). The

inpact of a binary oppositionaf discourse are falsely opposed

signlfiers that drive a particular ethos that renders all
wornen in terms of a nomothetic. In this system the onfy
difference is between man and \.,Jotrìan. Structurafism red.uces

Culture to biology, it is a science of separation. Levi_
Strauss dis¡nisses these concerns as Inere rnethodotogical

devicesrr. As Maccormack aptly says in her article, Iculture is
not nature, but nature is entirely a cuLtural conceptrl

(1_980:5).

I do not agree, however, with all_ that Maccorrnack has to
say about structurafism. MacCormack (1980) claims that the
structural-ist modef is dynamic. Fron my perspective it is not
dynamic but rendered static by the hardened relationship and

oppositional requirement of the oppositional
signifier/signified. One category cannot transform into
another by the nature of the essentialisms opposing each

category. What is also cogent to this thesis is MacCor¡nackrs

anâlysis of the structuralist practice of opposlng mafe and

fe¡nafe in discussions of gender.

MacCormack uses Edwin and Shirfey Ardener's arnbiguous
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modef of muted group (wometì) and muted Voice to emphasize what
she caffs the construction of a rnetaphoric truth, Í a process
which netaphor cannot bear¡ (1980:9). This is a simiLar
process to what I caft trope/ that is, those figures of
thought that turn or transform meaning, a process in which
words are used in a \.¿ay that effects a change in their
standard rneaning. Thus the presentation and manipulation of
the informantrs words in the text becomes the giving of Voice.
Ardenerrs concept of rmuted group'r has been adopted by some

Fe¡ninist scholars, however, its rnetaphoric troping of women is
a cfassicaL construction of Other, Neither Shirley nor Ed$/in

Ardener do anything to renedy the situation of women as they
are troped in ethnographic accounts; they are content to only
nane it. There is no nove¡nent here away frorn the isomorphic
treatment of rromen in ethnographic texts. To designate rronen

as rrmuted group[ continues the nonothetic.
I have used Carol Maccormackrs work here to deal- with

structuralisn and its problerns. It is by no neans a definitive
example. MacCormackrs work, while providing an exceLlent
critique of structuraris¡n in Anthropology and its rnistreatment
of symbolism, is flawed in ter¡ns of its treatment of gender.
In an otherwise solid article Maccornack concludes r¿ith an

enignratic statenent, 'rif both men and wo¡nen did not accept the
universaf ¡nodef of f ernale subordination ât the hands of men

there would l:e no social ferment surrounding genderrl
(1980:18).



It is irnpossibLe in a thes.is of this nature to rnention

the entire range of problernatic texts in Anthropoì.ogy.

Therefore I have chosen texts and works that best represent
the centraf deconstructive concerns of my work, To that end

one text needs to be discussed here, namely, Feminsn and

Anthropology (1998) by Henrietta Moore. This is an important
work in terns of the criticaÌ analysis of the textuality of
wornen in Anthropology. fn hêr work Moore rnakes a criticaf
distinction betrreen the study of gender and the study of
gender as a principÌe of socio-cultural life (198g:126). From

this distinction it is cfear that any straight forward
explanation of wonìen's subordination under the guise of gender

studies must take into account the enormous variation in
women I s circurnstances or rernain not only reductÍonist but
extremeLy ethnocentric. This dichotomy irlustrates that wonen

are not a homogeneous category as the champions of Marxisrn

woul-d have it.

Moore¡s v¿ork is strong in her critique of the truism
rrwestern culturet¡ found in Anthropology. She says that
anthropologists treat Western culture as if there is a unity
inherent in the v.rords themsefves. (See: Fischer and Marcus

1986; Rosaldo 1989,. Strathern, M. 1980, I9B7 , 19gg for
examples of this isornorphic treatnent.) In Feminisrn and

Ànthropofogy, Moore opposes the use of universal-is¡ns
particularly in relation to race, class, sex and ethnicity.
she says that these erenìents must be dear.t with sirnurtaneously



in ethnographic texts and Ìtot as separate discrete entities or
disregarded altogether. She brings into sharp retief the
tendency of anthropologists to rninimize cultural differences
and cafls for a reconsideration of these differences r¿ith a

focus on the intersection of race¡ sex, class and ethnicity.
Moore sees Anthropofogy's role in il-tustrating these
intersecting elements as crucial.

Moore uses a deconstructive approach to the depiction of
I^¡onen as property in Anthropology and ilfustrates how this is
perpetuated in ethnographic accounts. Centraf to her argunent
j.s christine Oppong"s (1983) work/ Fenale and Mate in west

Africa. Moore (1988:20) uses these ethnographic accounts to
shed much needed light on the historic and problematic
construction of v/omen j-n terns of cofonization, capitalism and

the division of labour. She establishes the relationship of
difference per se and Difference and culturaf exclusion by

outlining r^¡hât she sees as an inherent androcentrisrn pervasive
in Anthropology. The rnechanisn for this exclusion is the
hornogenization of wonen that arises from an entrenched I^lestern

cul-tural- perspective.

Fron a womanrs perspective, Moorers work is cr-iticaf for
a rnuch needed revision of the nornothetic gJ-oss of women in
Anthropology. If this trend of rninirnizing cross-cultural
differences is superimposed. on the debate in the Feminist
literature on Difference, both disciplines can be seen rnoving

to$iard a tendency to render one culture in terms of another.
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This is an excfusionary tactic that treats \,fomen in an

isomorphic or universal nanner. In this light, Ifoore does an

excellent job of deconstructing the male bias in Edwin

Ardenerrs (1975) construction of wonen and the cultural Other

as a rrmuted grouprr. Ardenerrs construction of nuted group has

been given too nuch credence for the one-sentence gloss that
it is.

Moore (1988) takes greât pains to tease apârt the
difference between the Anthropology of \,üomen and Feminist
anthropofogy. She believes that a Ferninist anthropofogy has

been marginalized in the discipline in favour of androcentric
¡nodels. However, Moorers one work becones problematic. Her use

of Meigs ' (1983) work is questionable, Moore attempts to
¡robillze this ethnographerrs work on Mefanesia in a

discussion of gender as a social rofe without any

deconstructlon. Meigs' work on the Hua of New Guinea is
riddled with rnaf e b.iases, gender-loaded language and itself
minimizes culturaf Difference.

Another difficul_ty exists in Fernin.ism and Anthropology J-n

its ¡nobil-izatíon of Marxis¡n. Moore (1988:126) fails to
deconstruct the fact that Marx himsel-f operated with the
ideol-ogy of biology as destiny and the [naturalnessr of the
family unit. I feel this is a curious tact for Moore to take
since, in the opening chapter she aptly critiques ortnerrs
(1973b) unavailing construct of ¡na.Le is to femal-e as Culture
is to Nature modeJ-; Nature being closer to the anj-mal-istic
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efement and supposeclly central to women,s
subordination. (1988:40) It would have been wiser had Moore

rel-ied on Michelle Barrett's, Women's oÞÞression Todav (1,980)

to demonstrate the uneasy alliance of Feminism and Marxism.
rather than accepting, uncritically, the perspectives of Marx
on gender and its naturafness.

luloore I s discussion of the differentlaÌ effects of
capitalism on women is an ep isterno log ica I d i sappoì_ntrnent. once
again, far too mucfr textual energy is consumed by r^rhat is for
me a dead-end debate focused on the tautologicaf issue of when

the division of labour occurred in human history. In brief,
there is no ernpirì.caL evidence for the tining or form of a

division of labour. AlÌ textual discourses of this forn are
synchronic constructions of a putative diachronic process. fn
addition, Moore rnakes a fatal rnistake in the concfusion of
Feminism and Ànthropology rrhen she assumes that the simpJ_e

acknowledgement of the pervasiveness of the nafe bias in
Anthropology is sufficient praxis for generating new

theoretical- frameworks. The anthropological literature is
riddl-ed with work written by \.{onen whose textuality is that of
sociologicaf ¡naLes (e.g., D.Dr.vyer IgTg; Ortner 1973b; Meigs
1983; Strathern, M. 1,972 t l-980, 1_g84, 1987a, !987bt 1988) .

Moorers most powerful staternent in this book is her exegesis
that the concepts of Wonen and Cufture in Anthropology are in
need of serious revision -



PO ST- STRUCTURÀLI SM

post-structura l ism as a theoretical paradigrn could be a
powerful ally not onl-y for the deconstruction of wornen in
Anthropology, but for the disciprine itserf which sorefy needs
to extract itsel-f from androcentric dualisrn. post_
structuraÌisn h¡as initially a product of the late 1960rs and
the early 1970's French ideafism and is best represented þy
writers such as Jacques Lacan, Jacques Derrida and Michel_
Foucauft. For ny purposes here in this thesis r shalr
concentrate on the \,r'ork of Foucoult and Derrida as it reLates
to the theoretical and deconstructive basis of this thesis.
other inportant aspects are the textuar construction of
subject and author, deconstruction of the rigid oppositions of
duaÌisrn, definitively represented in Anthropoloqy by the work
of Cfaude Levi-Strauss, and sign and symbol encountered j-n

discourse analysis. I wi1Ì add to the post _structura f ist
paradigm ny own work which r consider to be post-feminist and
epistenologicaf. The work of Jacques Lacan is very
psychoana lyt ical Iy based and disengaged frorn cuftural analysis
and' as a result, is not nobifized in this thesis. Lacanrs
extensive attention to rneaning has, often, a scattered and
disembodied quality as a result of its form, that is, a poetic
textual-ity; consequently, itis application is not practical to
the nature of my research here. His anything_goes approach and
self-centered textuâ1ity would be counter_productive to a



sound epistenofogical base, particularly in .the context of my

research.

The attractive aspect of Derridars work in rel-ation to
women and Anthropofogy Ìies in the deconstruction of the
privileged position given to certain ideologles found in
Feminism and ethnography such as textual hegemony and the
power derived from such elements. In both Ànthropology and

Feninisrn such privireged positions of textuality are used as

the basis of textual and methodological correctness and are
held up in Anthropofogy as beíng unassailabfe. I am referring
to the classical rnethod and construction of such tenets as

objectivity and othert di stance-norrna r i z ing techniques. that
become flrst principles of operation. They operate by

construct j-ng binary oppositions and, in doing so, create a

system of exclusion and a false consciousness in general_ but,
in particular, a false consciousness âbout the separation of
self and other. These oppositions which ensconce themsefves âs

cultural cognitive maps are excfusionary because they
transform v/hat coul-d be perceived as a rich and variabfe
continuum into t\.,ro discrete entities. post -structura I i sn and

its einphasis on deconstruction offers a means by which these
destructive oppositions can be negated or okrviated.

fn Writinq and Difference (I97g) , Derrida ¡nakes sone

crucial distinctions v,¡ith regard to binary oppositions that
coul-d be of great vafue to an anthropo log ica ì- ref lexj-ve
anal-ysis, that is, an anarysis of its own serf-construction.
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Derrida understands binary oppositions as a cognitive
paradigrn, not sirnply a rnethod of analysis. This distinction
has profound imprications for the foundation that is the basis
of this thesis, namely, the rigid boundaries ideologies draw

between what Ís acceptable and not acceptabfe in terms of
cuftural- knowledge. The tendency of local- Femlnist groups in
Winnipeg to accept the ideologies drawn by national and inter_
nationaL Feminist theorists defines the boundaries of thi.s
proscriptive rr\,/omen I s culture. ù These ideologies, in ny

estimation act to conceal the realities of focal functioning
cultures. In addition, these ideoJ.ogies treat womenrs
rrcufturetr , should it exist, as a honogeneous entity, that is,
in a universalistic and totalizing manner.

Anthropologísts who insist on using the duar.ist framer^/ork

enforce the continuance of universalisms. In the case of Levi_
strauss' ethnographic texts such as The Rar,/ and the cooked

(1969), the actual positioning of duatistic terms in the text
carries an insidious intent. According to Derrida (1978), the
first term used in each opposition is the prívileged state as

in the example: culture/nature opposition. Derrida uses a

mechanism he calls rsous erasurer' (1978:196) as a warning to
the reader not to accept the privileged word at face val-ue.
For Derrida, marks of erasure indicate a temporary status of
a word that is n¡istrusted by the author forced to use the
word. In this thesis I nark such word.s of privilege by

capitalizing the first fetter of each of them in the text.
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The deconstructj-ve framework of post_structura I j- sm can
al-so be beneficial in unpacking the rigid constructj-on of an

objective author in Anthropology. Fron Derrida (1978) comes

the idea to undo the need for a balanced equation in the forn
of binary oppositions such as Author/ Informant, Self/Other and

Subj ective /Obj ective. This notion of a baLanced equation, also
evident in the syrnboJ-ic movement in anthropological texts that
move from Nature to cufture, or in ortnerrs scheme fro¡n woman

to man, is one of the nost troublesone constructions in the
discipline. It is this construction that Rosaldo (1_glg) ,

Marcus and Fischer (l-986) and M. Strathern (Lg}e tI9B7 ,
1984 ¡ 1980' r972) are unabre to extract the¡nsefves from.
Derrida I s Difference cfairns to allotv real differences to
exist, to differ, to be unalike and not hornogenized into
cultural universa l- isrns .

Like Roy wagner (1981), Derrida stresses the
irreducibility of metaphor and the difference at ptay v/ithin
the construction of fiteraL meaning. This is of centraf
inportance in this thesis and will- be elaborated in the
chapter entitled 'r Language and Afienationr'. The type of
deconstruction that Derrida proposes is a systemic
deconstruction of the notion and ideology of binary
oppositions not a sirnple reversal of categories. Often what is
done is sirnpl-y reversing categories but keeping the original
categories in tact. .A good example of Feminist post_
structuralisn that leaves categories in tact is represented by
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Chris Weedon , s

(1987). weedonrs r¿ork is paradoxical from a number of
perspectives. In the first instance her model utilizes a post_
structuralist fra¡nework without deconstructing the
androcentric nature of the paradign. Like a host of other
Feminist and anthropological writers she sirnply overlays the
theoretical_ construct on the study of \.{onen. Regardless of how

strong the post-structural ist paradÌgm may seem in comparison
with other paradigms, it stilr needs to be defused of its rna-Le

biases. However, weedon seems unavr'are of the confrict of
ideoJ.ogies in her work.

secondfy, weedon's work is reprete with essentiar.isrns
which begin again with the so-calfed naturafness of the fanily
unit (L987 r 1"7 ) and conc.Iude with a systen of dual-is¡n that
re-inforces a hierarchy of rneaning that smacks of binary
oppositional rneaning where one tern is privileged over
another. Weedon also uses the isomorphic IÌ,r'esternr marker
(1-987:27) that in rny estinration is an essentiafism cÌose to
v./hat Derrida (1981) calls logocentris¡n.

ft becornes clear that Weedon (J,g87) has accepted the
Feminist assertion of a r\4/onenrs culturel, and, she rnobilizes
religion, rnorality and poJ,itics within Feninist political
movements as bases for this Cul,ture (1-gB7:Zg). This is the
kind of slippage that resuÌts fïom the assertion of Cufture by
Feminist wrÍters r,rhereby a politic is transformed into some

notion of Cufture, Weedon afso views Ferninist post_
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structuralism âs ir a node of knorvfedge productìon" (l-9g7:40)

rather than a deconstruction of the existing categories. By

proceeding in this nanner Weed.on fails to defuse the
androcentric rnodel and sinply reverses the afready probrematic
and duafistic categorì-es of androcentrism by superirnposing
them v./ith sornething she caffs a [\^/oman-centred r system
(Weedon, !9A7:40). Weêdon attempts to give prirnacy to a

political Language that does not account for the inf r-uence

that Culture has on Language. In my data Language is a product
of cufture, and Weedon fails to deal \,rith culture as a central
and determining factor in Language. This displaced focus on d
politic as cur-ture functions to hornogenize the differences
between women and differences between cultures. tr{eedonrs own

discursive field is troublesorne, Throughout the text she

constantly refers to nnormal femininity" ( 1987 : 4B ) and
rf essential fernininity" (].997 |63) and to rnornaf devefopment"
(l-987:63) without any attention to a deconstruction of the
culture that produces such Language.

Another enigmatic area of Feninist writing paraJ_lels

Weedonrs v/ork in Feminist post-structural i sm and is best
represented by Fenini sm / post-rnoderni s¡n (1990)¿ edited by

Linda Nichol-son. This text also applies the and.rocentric
tenets of post-rnodernisrn in the social sclences, In the
introduction to the volune Nicholson cfairns that Feminist
post-modernist writers do not suffer from the same

generalizations as other post-nodernists (1990:5), She says,
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"Feminist theorists have not attempted, by and large, the
construction of cross-cultural theories of the true, the just
or the beautiful. '' (1990:5). Clearfy Nicholson is unaware of
Feminist writers Iike Marilyn Strathern, paufa Gunn Affen
(1986), Charlotte Bunch (1982) and a host of other Feminist
writers rvho have attempted the construction of cross-cultural
theories. Furthernore, Nicholson dernonstrates an incredible
fack of insight rvhen she says, ùas feminists we are freed from
the need to root politics in identification,, (1990:12). This
is an unbel-ievabfe oversight given the continued logocentrism
of Ferninists on a multiplicity of levels-[the personaf is the
poJ-iticaJ-." Feninists have constructed the oral totem of the
Itv/onenrs movenentrr as exactly and onfy poÌitical and, in fact,
synonyrnlze what is political with what is culturaf.

One of the most valuable aspects of post-structuraf ism of
concern in this thesis is the deconstructive aspect that
al-lo\,ùs an unpacking of the traditionaf conceptions of the
ethnographic writer. post-structural,isn emphasizes Dif ference,
including the Difference between Seff and other. Hov¡ever, from

the perspective of ny data there are sorne problens inherent in
post-structura f is¡n. The disengagement of rneaning from the
rigid framework of binary oppositions must be closefy
monitored to avoid an anything-goes approach such as Weedonrs

I,Jork (1987) represents. Deconstructionists tend to heral-d the
fact that there is nothing other than interpretation and this
lends an endl-ess quality to strings of signlfj-ers. Fron a
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creative standpoint this is attractive, yet in a thesis of
this nature it rnight render Meaning as dise¡nbodied and

nebulous. In order to avoid this T have borrowed frnm Foucault
the idea of dj-scursive fields, (1980) in an attenpt to link
discourse and meaning. In this thesis the discursive fields of
the narratives that form the data base are used as an

organizing principJ-e to extract the power in particular
knowledges that derive fron cultural experiences.

Post-structural_ ism is rnost attractive as a theoreticaÌ
framework for its tendency to move ar/ay from universalisrns,
however, it can lead to a fragrnented rneaning system which
borders on irnpractica I ity. The work of Jacques Lacan (1966)

is the best example of this dispersion of meaning. ÀIthough I
am attracted to Derridars (1978) notion that no rneaning can be

fixed,I am concerned about a totaf disembodinent of meaning of
wrlting. Nor can we as anthropologists accept the post_
structurafist fra¡nework uncriticaÌly for it too is
androcentric and continues to ernphasize the words of men in a

metaphoric trope that rnust be cl-osefy monitored. Feminist
writers have to exercise more caut j-on in attempting to appty
post-structural ism and \^/ork to ensure that a suspension of
rigidly opposed signifiers does not nean a further suspension
of wonenrs words at the hands of androcentris¡n in theoreticaf
fra¡neworks.



THE FEMINIST LITERÀTURE

The idea that Feminists and the Ferninlst novement have

achieved rrwomenrs culturer is a pervasive one kept. in place in
the academy by particular theoretical components in Wonen

Studies prograns. There is also an extensive history in
Ferninism that underfies this superficial acceptance of a
rrl¡/omen I s culturetr , by and f or \,./onen. In 1g45 Margaret Fuller
wrote rrwoman in the 19th centuryr, in which she referred to
r¡/oÏnen I s cuf ture as distinct fro¡n that of rnen. Fulrer's idea of
Culture is a product of Rornanticism and stresses the
emotional, intuitive side of knowledge coupled r,.,¡ith an organic
worfd view (1968:36) .

Elizabeth cady Stanton in 1891 added fuel- to the fire of
a rrwomenIs cufturer in her articfe rThe Matriarchateù in
Kraditor, Uþ From The pedestaf (189f:140). In this artj-cte
stanton crairns there was a time in the past when for centuries
rrhromanrr (sic) ruled suprene(1891:140). This theme that cl-ai¡ns

a ¡natriarchaf base for hunan society persÍsts today and its
utopianisrn prevails as an assurnption that \,Jomen have an

inherent Culture simply because they are \^/ornen. This mythic
ideal of a prirnitive ¡natriarchy has found expression in
contenporary Ferninisn recentJ,y in the form of a fifm entitled
'rThe Goddess Remembered" (Nationaf Filn Board:19g9) in which
archaeological finds fron the Minoans to European witchcraft
have been mobilized to support the clai¡n of a coddess cuft and
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a matt:iarcha] society. Charlotte O 'Kelly i s l"iomen and Men in
Society is an excelfent deconstruction of this claim that
concfudes there is fittfe sofid evidence for the existence of
a truly rnatriarchal soci.ety at any tine (L9go:6).

The White Goddess (L952) by Robert Graves is probably the
publication single-handedly responsible for the contemporary

cfairn to a past matriarchal cul_ture. This book is not what

coufd be described as a sor-id anthropologicar account and rike
most of the literature on the subject makes the cfain to a

matriarchaL society based on literature rather than on

archaeological or anthropological research. From cravers
account there have been a host of spin-offs, best represented
by books such as Elizabeth GouId Davis t (Lg7 j,) The First Sex.

Another piece that is probably one of the nost utifized
pub]-ications in support of a rrrvonenrs cufturer is the Fe¡ninist
and Wiccan writer starha\.,rke. 'ÌWitchcraft as coddess Religion,r
in The Politics of women,s Spiritual-itv (19e2) is a good

exarnple of such writing. Starhawke's articfe is yet another
examp]e of the quantum leap nade ìn the r.iterature that clains
IÁ¡onen have achieved a separate CuÌture for themselves.
Starhawke uses the concept of a Goddess or rnatriarchal society
of the past to nobilize lthe oneness of everybody'r (19g2:53)

to build the case for a 'rwomenrs culture" that she describes
asrra life-style cultureÍ (l-982:53). In the sarne volune,
anthropologist sar,ry R. Binfordrs artícle 'Are coddesses And

Matriarchies Merely Figments of Feminist Imagination?,r
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(1982:540), Blnford refutes such cfaims to ùwonen's cufturerl
based on putative coddess cults. Binfotrd concfudes these

cl-ains are based on assumptions that cannot be supported by

archaeologicaf evidence. Binford calLs these cl-aims ,rthe new

fundanentalism" (Binford I9A2:540) .

The putative rrwomenrs culturefl is spread in a variety of
ways including media and word of mouth, however none has been

as far-reaching as that of the printed r,rord. TextuaÌity has

been the vehicl-e of thi.s notion that Feminists have achieved

CuLturei in terms of this thesis, textuality has been the
singular most probfematic neans of conveyance. It is through

this textuaf assertion of rwomenrs culturer that Wonen Studies

prograns have perpetuated the false idea of 0wonenrs cuf ture.rl
The tendency to rernake evldence and to assert Culture through

textuaÌity has operated as a single-minded source of
al-ienation fron Feminism among women according to my research

for this thesis, This aspect will- be discussed at fength,
]ater in the thesis,

The so-cafled Second ave of Feminism has Latched onto
these putative roots for a rlvonenrs culturel. The Second wave

of Feninisn arose from the counter-cufture of the Ìate 1960's

and most of the problems in Feminisn today run parallel to the
probLens with that socio-cuftural- phenomenon. In the Feminism

of the l-990's, in Winnipeg in particuJ-ar, can be seen the
idealisn of this counter-cu ltura I i sm of the 196Ors. The

troubfesome focus on the individual in Ferninisrn tod.ay comes,
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I believe, directly frorn the 1960's where the personâl became

the politicaÌ. Also, frorn this counter-cultura I novement comes

the Feminist praxis that activists must maintain a high level
of oppositionaL Rage against the Systen. Most irnportant and

perhaps the most damaging aspect of the cultural- clinate that
persists in Feminism today, is the ninirnizing of Difference
and the cuftural application of universalisms.

The most definitlve work that asserts Ír^/omenrs cufturerl
is Charfotte Bunchts (1987) passionate politics. This text
is/was a popular handbook of Feminist theorists in Women

Studies programs. Bunch (1987) uses a synchronic and

diachronic analysis of the novenent fron 196g to 1986. Bunch

herseff describes Passionate pofitics as a rhandbook for
organizing rage agal.nst real oppression" (Ige7.2B). In some

Women Studies programs Bunch is considered to be one of the
foremost Feninist visionaries. Unfortunately however, Bunchrs

exegesis uses a shal"low and. one-dimensionaL conception of
Cul"ture. Hers is a classic formul-ation of Culture as an

external- expression of perforrning arts that has caused a

serious oversight in the Feminist search for an underlying
cohesive factor to unite women.

In Passionate Pofitics Bunch says/ r'it is time for more

radicaf Ferninists to reach beyond the Feninist sub-cuIture
(L98i ?]-4) . Even the assunption of a sul:-cufture here is
premature as my data wiÌl- indicate in this thesis. The

Ferninist \^/r.iters of the 1990's have not yet done this, yet
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there is an underlylng assumption and assertion of r\¿omenrs

culture. " This is the profile of Feninist writj-ng that is in
reality an excfusionary textuality that assunes rtwomen I s

cul-turerr exists and proceeds as if this is a culturaf base

for women, by women, Bunch falÌs into the trap that rnany

Ferninist \'Jriters do when they assume rwomenrs cul,tureI and her
textuality reduces r.^/omen and the differences between thern to
an isomorphis¡n while operating in a fal-se construction of a

unif ication among aIl r4¡omen, Ferninist or otherr.,Jise. Bunch I s

concept of rrNon-Aligned Feninism" (1987:46) attenpts to define
a political move¡nent that "incorporates the experiences of a

!üider variety of r¡/omenrr (Lgg j ? 46) . My data, cornpited in
Winnipeg, denonstrates that this has not been achieved and in
fact locally, factionafisrn j-s rampant there. One of the
centraf problerns in this factionalisrn at the l-ocaf fevel is
the shaÌfow assunption of Feminism that writers Like Bunch are

correct when they speak of a Culture of women, by wonen.

Fe¡ninist theorists IocaJ-J,y and nationally confuse

cultural Feminism with Cufture and in doing so depJ.oy a ffat
or superficial notion of Cul_ture. Bunch hersetf speaks of
Cufture as an everything-we-can-see-out-there performance and.

fails to delve beneath the surface to deal with ideologies
beyond the political realn. Like many Feminist writers she

fail-s to recognize cuftural- differences between women and

relj-es on politics to unify women. She has no sense of the
culturaL conflicts and differences between r,üonen that have for
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more than tOO years been the pivotal block to an integrated
plurafisn anong wonen. Bunch is by no neans alone in this
oversight of differences anong wonen.

fn passionate politics, Bunch outLines a concept she
cafls rrour independent feminist baser, (LgA7t59). This is a
troublesome construct, for it is never made clear exactly what
this "independent base'r might be. For rne it cones dangerously
cfose to the androcentric tendency to classify alf r,,¡omen

nomotheticaì,.Iy on the basis of their biology. There is
considerabr.e srippage and Bunch seeÌns to use this concept as
a euphemisn for Culture, yet she unfortunatefy does not
develop it beyond this one_Iine staternent, Nowhere in
Passionate politics is there a recognition that Cufture
defines the meaning of experience as it tropes into knowledge
and values t.hat outline our behaviour. Culture in this sense
seems to be of no vafue to Bunch because she sees Cufture as
apoliticaì- and separate (1987:59). This for me undeniably
indicates her lack of understanding of \rhat Culture is.
Cufture can never be separated fron any other process. To this
end Bunch and many other Ferninist writers ignore cfass and
ethnicity and the implicit hidden sets of rules, codes and
conventions that nanifest thenselves as differences and
confficts beth/een wonen, She further hornogenizes these
elernents into what she ultimatefy cones to caÌ1, a rpassionate
polit.ic. " This failure to delve beneath the poJ-itics of
Feminism to the cuftural differences fias been fataf to
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Feminisrn.

Cufture, as ambiguous as it rnight seem to Feminists, is
probably the most resistant of all ideologies to change or
correction. ff it is to survive, Feminist praxis and theory
must rnove to a cultural analysis of alf those not-so-shared-
but-taken-for-granted elements of difference that exist beyond

the wastefand of the Ferninist politic. Too fong has cultural
Feminism been gtibly accepted as culture writ large. It is the
juxtaposition or equâtion of Ferninist politics with Culture
that has shifted a poJ.itical linear ideology into the rofe
rrwomenrs cufture.rr This is in reafity an excfusionary pseudo

Culture based on perforrning arts, or the cfassical notion of

"high culture.rt In Passionate politics, Bunch actualfy defines
Culture as rrart,poetry, music and. restaurants'r (19g7:l-90).

Finally, Feminist rvriters of the 1990¡s and Feminists in
Wonen Studies programs have carried thj_s vision of rwomenrs

culturerr from its putative base in the late lBOO's through the
Second Wave of Feminis¡n j.nto the textual privilege of the
l-990rs. what is dangerous about this assumption of Cufture is
that it is insidiously incorporated into the anaLyses of
womenrs experiences. An exanple of this is a vofume entitfed
Interpretinq Women's Lives (1989) edited by The personal

Narratj.ves croup. In an article by anthropologist Riv-Ellen
PreLl entj-tled 'rThe Double Frane of Life History in the hÏork

of Barbara Myerhoff,rr the author covertly slips in the
assumption of t'womenrs cufturer into the text in much the same



manner as Bunch has done in passionate politics. prefl
util-izes Myerhoffrs use of tife histories of the HuichoL to
claim a cultural tradition of wonen. This is nothing more than
a leap of faith that I befieve Myerhoff herself does not make.

In reading Preflrs article, the reader needs to âppfy the
Derridean notion of a cfose reading of the text to catch the
conceafed move from womenr s recounting of their tife histories
to a cufture of women. prell- uses the reminist penchant of
journal writing to irnply that this is the constitutive basis
of a Culture of \.,r'omen ( 1989 3 250) .

In the sane volune, another article entitled "Forms That

Transformrr authored by the personal Narratives croup (sic).
equates the morphology of the narrative to culture itself. The

authors cÌai¡n that the forn or franìe\.,r'ork that a r.vr-iter chooses

in order to reveal her fife-story is a testament to Culture
itseLf (1989:102). This is the assurnption that "journaling" is
a form of rrwomenr s culture. " I befieve it is a covert tactic
that has 1ed many Ferninist r,vriters to assume Iwonen I s culturerr
based on a form of textuality. fn this technique of

" journalíngrr rvomenrs experiences are utiÌized in Wornen Studies
programs as a mechanisn that in the end functions as an

inrplicit rrwonenrs culture. r' This slippage alfows the
construction of rr journaling" to operate as a connector between

all wornen, and implies a cufturaf bâse for alf r¿omen. Through

the mediurn of the j ournal, the experiences of r,!¡onen are troped
into a connected saneness that requires an extremely close
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reading of such texts in order to separate out the feaps of
fa ith .

Ànong the various perspectives of contemporary Femin.ism

is cuftural Feminism. Earlier in the chapter I mentioned the
putative historic beginnings for such a viewpoint. However,

culturaf Feminism, coupled with the technique of 'rjournaling"
in l.Iomen's Studies prograns, needs further discussion. In
Josephine Donovan's Feminist Theory ( j"988), the tenets of
cuÌtural- Feminism and its implications for a Ivy'omenrs cul-turerl

are out.f ined. This perspective is based on the proposition
that there is rran eLectrical intensity about r^romen that men do

not haverr (1988:34). This viewpoint is rife with universalisrns
and used as the agent for change for a femínization of
Culture, fn reality, according to Donovan, such a change to
Culture would mean a rtharmonic, peacefuÌ ruÌe, an end to
violence in al,l areas, including viofence against the seff
such as the use of afcohol and drugs, and the slaughter of
animafs for food'r (Donovan 19gB:35). This femínization of
Culture v¡oufd result in "the establ-ishrnent of the reign of
l-ove and peacerr (1,988:35)

These ideals, it nright be argued, are attractive and

nobl-e goafs that find expression throughout Feninist
ideologies at a variety of levels as well as in non-Feminist
ideoì-ogies. Ho\,rever, I mobilize them here to show how it j_s

that the collectj-ve sul:jectivity of poÌiticaf and textuaL
correctness lends j-tse1f to the erroneous assunption of



rrwonenrs cufture.rr Such proscriptions of Culture are now

embedded in Feninist formulas for change. However, like the

putative matriarchal" societies of the pas+-, they are based on

assumptions that are unsupportable from a rnultitude of
cultural, perspectives. My data in this thesis seeks to
iflustrate the problernatic ]¡asis of this assumption of
rrv/omenrs cufturel derived from theoreticaf texts.



CHAPTER THREE : METHOD /PRoCEDURE

In Septernber of 1989 I began what I call basefine
research for thls thesis. By baseline I mean that I had a

mental sketch in my head for the design of this research and

f moved beyond the academic position with it in that f went

into the so-caÌfed rr conmunity', as it is referred to in "the
academyrr in the city of Winnipeg. fn this baseline research it
was my intention to discover the contiguity of the so-caIled
rrwomenrs cornrnunity. " I began by asking questions at such

annual events as trTake Bâck The Night" marches, fnternational
Womenrs Day rallies and other events such as vigils, as to
\.¿ho was who in terms of various political groups represented
at such events. In addition I made a Ìist from such

publications as The sociaf Services Directory for the city of
!{innipeg and compiÌed a fist of services directed towards the
needs of wonen. I also kept in touch with a variety of
nevl¡spapers and ne\^/sf etter pubì.ications in order to attend
events to further expand my experiental knowledge of the
activities of this rrl\¡omen r s cornmunity. r'

ïn undertaking this phase of my research I had as a goal
the broadest and most inclusive sanple that was reasonably
possible for a single researcher within the tine period of one
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year. The fact that I did baseline research for one year and

then gathered data for eight nonths is one of the li¡ritations
of this research design. However. in this case I think I can

account for such lirnitations episternological ly. At the onset,

the research franework rdas to incl-ude data on the basis of
race, cÌass and ethnicity, that is, I attempted to give equal

access to all ethnicities and classes of lvomen to ensure that
not only the white, niddle-class women were central to the
database. In describing rny attempts to achieve the broadest

sampfe possible given the lj.mitations of the project I must

discuss briefÌy a probfematic concept that I encountered. I
wil-1 deal $/ith this concept in depth in Chapter Five, Language

and Alienation.

The concept is one which is borrowed and used by

feminists, particutarly in the academy where it is referred to
as 'rmargin and centrerr (Hooks 1984 and Lorde 19BB ) and in the
cornmunity where it is troped into "isolationr'. My experience

in conducting this research was that rrrnargin and centrer Ìùere

rhetorical buzz-\^/ords wlth vague meanings that were extremely

difficult to define. rrCentrerr as such, shifts its rneaning

according to the group of focus. Subsequentì-y, as rcentrerl

shifts, so does rrmarginrr, rendering the r.,Jords meaningless

beyond specifìc contexts. The use of rrrnargin and centrerr in
discourse and in any potential praxis, in my experience works

to fragment process rather than bind. It is another instance
where the onus to think globall-y and act locaffy works against
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any local, integrated pluralism and is, in my experience, an

excellent exampJ-e of ho\^/ nationaf or internationaf feminist
concepts are glibly adopted without attention to focal
cultural needs.

In the original proposal for this work, I intended to
enploy a questionnaire. Early in the actuar data colfection
perì-od follo\.,r'ing the acceptance of the proposal and the ethics
review, it becarne cfear that questionnaires rroul_d be

inappropriate on a nunìber of counts. In the first instance,
the questions vrere too structured and the method of having to
write something down in nany situations was cornpJ-etely

coì-rnter-product ive to generating informant-s ituated knowredge

(Haraway 1990). Had I used the questionnaire rnethod, ï Ì,rould

have needed such a range of versions as to be impractical and

too costfy. Therefore I taped each interview/ conversation
after obtaining a signed rirnformed consent,r form in r¿hich the
respondent was advised of the nature of the research (See

Appendix One) .

During the Basetine Research phase, f attenpted to
introduce or be introduced to women at the various events I
attended. These events represent a broad spectrum, ranging
frorn Native pow-Wo\,rs and other cerenonies (feasts. meetings)
to so-caffed Ferninist events. During this period I social_ized
at other ethnic events. such as the Chilean Womenrs fund_
raiser, Lambada Night and clothing exchanges in order to
assess the range of ethnicity in womenrs groups. perhaps f
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should explain that r r'Jas fur.ry av/are that r rvourd not be ab.re

to include a1l" these groups in the research. Hor.,Jever, during
the baseÌine research, I wanted to become a\.,Jare of the range
of groups that r.,¡ere organized and run by r.,Jonen. The rvord
rrfeminist', r..ra s not aLways overtfy used by these hromen.

irowever, the underl_ying ideologies have a base in fe¡ninist
thinking.

concurrent with this phase of research v/as sone empirical
work in terns of the annual events in this flt,/onen I s cornrnunity.

At this stage f made note of any groups (See Chart: Appendix
Trvo) that either attended events as a group or formed as a

group over this period of one year. It was ny j-ntention at
that tirne to use these empiricar observations in conjunction
with other procedures of assessment in attempting to deterrnine
any morpohology of group that rnight have carried over into any

other forrn(s) in either of the three sanples fron which data
were actuafLy colÌected. For example, if a group of v,¡omen

attended seLected events as a group and then appeared in the
data sarnple as a group of a particutar politicat ideology or
class or ethnicity, then I made a cross reference for this
(See Appendix Two). T was interested to see if there was an

emerging profile of group continguity among the various
individuats. My idea in this cones fro¡n Homan's statement
that rrgroups are what culture uses to rnake more cufturerl
(1950:10). These empirical observations proved. to be a value
instru¡nent later during the data col-Iection in terms of
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j-nterviewing individuals from different levefs of
organizat j-on .

group

The research for this thesis is definitely of a

quaJ.itative nature and yet beyond the general anthropo loglca J.

assunption of qualitative that still enpfoys the classica]
procedure of distance-norma Ì i z ing technique and the fafse
construction of a neutrar and objective researcher/ author. The

conversation style interview technique f used is nore in fine
r¡/ith the method used by Rosaldo in his ethnographic work

Cufture and Truth (1989), and at the same tine beyond this
method since I attempted to incorporate a more

ep isterno logica 1Iy sound approach to the construction of
rrvoicerr and "the g.iving of voiceÙ by both ferninists and

anthropologi sts . In order to achieve this I did not approach

each interview with a rigidly structured set of questions that
I woufd ask regardfess of the interview atmosphere. This
presents irnmediate difficulties for the research since a large
pooÌ of inforrnants is necessary in order to extract any

cuJ-turaf data. Also, such a nethod necessitates a longer
interview and in the conversation type of intervie\,/ (Spradley

1979) questions are formufated in situ from the respondentrs
narrative. In terms of the institutionalized aspect of
Anthropol-ogy, such narratives may not correspond with what the
classicalJ.y trained ethnographer thinks she wants to access.
Ho!r'ever, in terms of an experimental- design the intent of
which is to hear the experiences of the respondents, it proved



in this research project to be usefuf.
Admittedly nìy research and this thesis is experimentaf in

the same light that Rosaldo's (1989) work is experimental. As

the researcher f feel that I should be capabfe of applying
both a critical- and a reflexive analysis to these narratives
after the fact, rather than forclng then to fit into a rigid
set of question driven by a set of often hidden a priori
assumptions. Ctearly it is difficuÌt if not impossible to
eliminate aì.1 assumptions of the individuals involved. The

method I used here was again an experÍrnent in rnoving closer to
a more rneaningful interview process. This research paradigrn

has a nurnber of centrar problems that will be discussed r.ater
in the text. Another experimental procedure I used \./as to
ensure that a cfear separation between rnyseì-f as researcher
and the respondent as narrator is carried through into the
finaf textuality. Ho\^rever r it is irnportant to note that rny

separation of researcher and respondent is not the dual-ist
separation of structurar-ism. There is in this thesis no vafue
to either position, that is, there is no judgement of reLative
superj-ority or inferiority. I employ this method in an

atternpt to prevent the troping of the v¡ords of the respondents
duríng discourse analysis.

Another kind of method needs to be discussed briefj-y. It
is the general assurnption that French writers such as Jacques
Derrida, Jacques Lacan, Michel- Foucauft and Roland Barthes
are post-structuraL ist writers. I do not agree with this
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designation and will- deal with this in the theory section of
this thesis. The post-structurallsrn that f use is a feminist
post-structural isrn and moves beyond the post-structura 1i sn of
these four prorninent writers tJho are reâf .ly neo-structura f ists
rather than post-structura I ists . From a feminist perspective,
their theoret.ical frarnework does not move beyond the
problematic paradigm of binary oppostions and suffers from the
fafse conscienceness of the 'rdeath of the author[ (Foucault
1-977) which, particularly from a womanrs perspective, is
simply another trope .in an androcentric model to suppress the
$/ords of women in texts. My research and textuality attempts

to be more in line with the theoreticaÌ framework outl-ined in
Luce Iragarayrs work (f97 4 and I977) in terms of a

deconstructive approach to these so-calfed post-
structuralists.

The reason for mentioning post-structural isrn here and. the
problematic nature of Derrida et af. is to deaÌ with the voice
of the author and the voice of the narrator in the finaÌ
product. In order to avoid the current construction of the
author I have included a chapter entitled Narrative
Concordance in which the dialogue of the respondent and rny

concl-usions and analysis of this dialogue run side by side in
order that any trope or interpretation on the part of the
author is made cLear. Therefore in opposition to Derrida et
41., I ¡nake the author evident, for \,¡ithout the author the
text \^/oul-d not exist. Hoi.,ùever, f do not do this in the same



manner that Rosaldo (1989) does in his work.I do not incfude
synbol-s in the text to indicate pauses, J.apses of dialogue or
the intake or explusion of breath by the respond.ent. In a

thesis of this nature such linguistic ¡narkers are simply
excessive and disruptive to the text in the same \.vay that it
is in Rosaldors !,/ork (1989: I27-L43). Originally the research
framer¡/ork was organized in three sanples with a target goal of
30 respondents in each sample. I use the term 'sanpl-er here
.in a generaL nanner or a qualitative nanner not in the
quantitative sense that some anthropoÌogists night be used to.
The three sampfes were designed to represent a broad cross-
section of the so-calfed rrwomen r s conmunityr. One sample was

selected by placing adverst isernents in newsletters and on

bulfetin boards; the second sanple was seff-selected from a

fetter-blitz to v/omen¡s organized. groups providing services to
women in the city of Winnipeg (the self-sefection occured. when

the contact-groups either replied and/or agree to take part in
the research) , and the thlrd sample largely occured from word_

of-mouth referral and vofunteer respondents. In each instance
the originaJ. nurnber of participants exceeded the initial
numbers and when I curtailed. research the total sarnple

numbered I17 respondents. I officially suspended data
col-lection in March, 1991. However, following this deadline a
nurnber of respondents contacted. me and. dernonstrated a

wiJ.lingness to be interviewed. InitiaÌly I had contacted these
indlviduals in October of 1990 and I decided to incfude thern.



Therefore the number of respondents rosê to 121 i¡/omen by ApriI
L997.

This night be seen by sorne to be excessive,. however, in
order to alfov/ respondents to generate ttreir own narrative as

much as possible in such a project this procedure \¡/as

necessary. The rationale was that a syrnbolic dornain anatysis

(Spradley 7979t1O7) woufd fit well with such a data pool and

reveaf a syrnbolic profile fro¡n the language used in these

narratives, Should there be a shared and integrated plurality

to the cul-turaI ideology in the so-called rrrromen's comnunity",

my research design woufd ¡nake it apparent through a l-anguage

dornain anaJ.ysis and a theoretical analysis simifar to ceertzrs
(L973:33) I'significant syrnbots.tr This method was designed

soJ.ely to aid my anaì.ysis as researcher,

I vrould like to deal ruith the three samples themselves.

The difficulties of generating a truely random sampte of

Feminists should be immediately evident. Not onl-y is there a

great deaf of variation .in terms of the meaning of the words

rrfeminism"and rrfeninist'r as one night expect, but, in
addition, the telephone directory does not fist our ideology!

Moreover, cufture itseff is not random and therfore there is
no need to try to account for it randonly. Indeed, given the

nonrandom character of culture, it would be epi stemo togica I ly
unsound to attenpt to account for it randomly. I tried to
design a research paradigm that \¡Joul-d alfow for the broadest

representations possible of ethnicity and cLass.
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The first sample (S1) was generated from contacts I had

made at the group level during the basetine research stage. I
attended events that were open to the pub].ic, such as bingo's,
pow-\.,r'oi.,r's, the Winnipeg peace Village of l-990, Lambada Nights,
and Fun Nights at community centres, and f dropped in for
coffeerr to centres with a variety of backgrounds. Eventually
I came to know women by name after I was introduced Lly the
others f knew in the group. Also f 'rput the word outr by word

of ¡nouth in addition to placing ads on bulÌetin board.s and in
newsfetters. Students who were enrolled in one or nore of my

classes also provided rne with contacts for the first sample.

As mentioned earl-ier the second sampfe (S2) \^/as chosen

using a letter-blitz and a rnailíng tist frorn the SociaÌ

Services Manual of Winnipeg. f rnade an initial sefection when

I compiled the list from the manuaf by only selecting those

organizations that focused on womenrs issues. The self-
selection occured when the various groups replied to these

l-etters and then again when they agreed to participate in the
research. Hor^rever, no sef ection \n¡as made on ny part in terms

of cfass or ethnicity.

These sanples are neither random; nor do they represent

a cross-section of the so-cafled Iv.¡omen's conìmunityr. The

notion of a rrcross-section'r of the womenr s comrnunity would be

a problematj,c descriptor at best and I will deal with this
issue more specifically in Chapter Five. Any symbolic profile
that emerges from this data is a configuration of my anafysis
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based on the l^/omen who responded and formed a part of this
database.

The third sample is at Least epistemo logica I ly curious.
It vlas generated entirely by word of rnouth by the particípants
of sarnples 51 and 52. Respondents gave me names of peopì,e who

rrwanted to be interviewedrr; who had been nade âware of the
research by either a friend, relative or co-worker after they
themsefves had been interviewed. Curiously, in sone cases

l,vhere a particular group r s execut j-ve director or board members

refused to participate, employees and cfients of these

organizations came for\,Jard voluntarily to participate in
sampfe 3 (S3).

Clearly selection h¡as made throughout this research. The

initial sel-ection that placed the first limj-t on the framework

was the hypothesis itself - - the clain by ferninists in the
v/riting of ferninist theory that Feminism \.\¡as generatj-ng 4
'r,vomen I s culture (Adanìson 19BB; Bunch 1987,. Frye 1983; Lerner

1986; Miles 1989; Rich 1986; Spetfman 1990).

Earfi-er f mentioned that the format of the intervier¿s

r,r'as designed to nove a\,Jay as nìuch as possible frorn a

structured approach. In his Ethnoqraphic fnterview Spradely

(I979t223) nentions an interviewing technique cal-Ìed
rrConversat iona I Type euestions, r' Although there are some

problens with Spradley's rnethod, one valuable notion is the
technique of using the respondent'rs ol.,/n vùords to generate any

questions either for inforrnation or as a momentum mechanis¡n
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rather than fol-lowing a rigid set of criteria. Spradley is
problematic in terns of his classicaf approaches and hj-s

d istance-nornaf i z ing methods, however, the Conversation Type

Question did provide a nore usabl-e method to intervier{ r.{otnen.

The rnethod here is ny own version of Spadley's method,

however, since rny approach was des j-gned to be more symbolic

than his.

In aIl phases of research I rnaintained a strict adherence

to the Code of Ethics outfined by my department and, further,

to the ethics of hronen interviewing and writing about vlomen.

The signing of the fnformed consent by each respondent prior

to each interview assured each woman confidentiality of

infor¡nation and anonmity.

There are no men in this data pool-. Personal,ly I do not

have a problen with this, hovrever, episterno logica l ly I must

account f or it. Ferninists cla j-m to have generated a \n/onen I s

cul"ture (Adanìson 1988; Bunch 1987; Frye 1983,. Lerner 1986;

Miles 1989; Rich 1986; SpelLnan 1990) for women, by women. It
is this feminist clain that forns the initial probfem for the

hypothesis upon which this thesis is based; its construction
precludes men. In the initial letter blitz nen \^rere contacted.

however, v¡hen I received the response / it was a woman \^¡ho

responded. These men were initiaJ-ly included by rne since they

$/ere listed in the servlces manual as being employed by



feninist organizations. In the f j.naf analysis, there are no

nen in this data poof. If an anthropotogist were interested in
the oraf traditions of men t s groups in a particular
ethnographic areaf for exanpfe, Melanesi-a, it would make sound

eplstemologj-caf sense to interview men and actualfy excLude

r/omen. Here it is episterno logical ly sound to interview wornen

and exclude men

It was my intention that sarnp.les 51, SZ, 53 be cross-
ch.ecked with each other,. and I will demonstrate later ìn the

anafysis that they in fact v/ere. Theoreticalfy each sanpfe

should provide a synbolic, cuJ-turaI profife that can be

counter-pointed to any other ernerging profile that might

emerge from the other sarnples.

My rrmethodtr of symbolic analysis is a combination of
three prominent methodological trends in Anthropofogy. Two

have been mentioned in this section: rrDomaj.n Analysis'r

(Spradley l-979) and ,'Significant Symbols'r (ceertz 1973). The

Latter is not reaLly a method as such, but the concept is
useful as a first order tool of narrative sortj-ng and

discourse anafysis. Briefl-y, both Geertz and Spradley stress
the connectedness in syrnbols and both expfore the relationship
between synbols - - Spradley in a rnore cfassical sense than

ceertz, however, the resuft 1s the sa¡ne in that a symbolic

profile is expected to resul-t from j-nforrnant/ respondent

narratives. Such a profile is, according to Spradley,

obtained by recording or using the frequency of a symbol in
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the j-nforrnantrs dialogue. For Geertz these "significant
symbols'r are words, gestures, sounds, unshaved legs, buttons,

sfogans (L973.33), in short, anything that is dìsengaged from

its mere actuality and rnanipulated or marleouvered to exist as

symbofs in common places. In both Spradley and Geertz / once

these symbols emerge through the process of analysis, they are

tÌÌen to be subjected to another leve1 of analysis in terms of

the connectedness to each other.

I have taken this one step further by applying what I

call, for lack of a better word, a denotat iona 1/ connotationa J-

analysis to atternpt to iffuminate any essentialist or

universalist e.Iements. This l-eveI of analysis, for instance,

rnight use the denotational significant symbol that emerged in

the narrative such as rtwomanrr in the biological and

essentialist sense and counter-point these wil-h a set of

connotational significant syrïboIs that energe of rrwomanrr in

the suggestve sense. I used this concept to attenpt to fink

the associative significance of the symbols.Fron this I

expected to see a symbolic profile emerge from the narratives,

and ultimatel-y fron this derived rny idea of the profiÌe of

separation among women in Winnipeg along lines of cfass and

ethnicity. This separation is discussed in depth later in the

text.

fn the final analysis these significant synbol-s \^/ere used

to determine if the fenin.ist culturaf ideology in Winnipeg,

according to my data pool, was a shared, integrated and pÌural-
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product of consciousness fitting \,üith the Feminist clairn to q

wonenrs cufture. I was attenpting to discover an ideology

(through synbolic analysis) that !'/innipeg feminists
practitioners rnight util,lze to exptain to women who they are

and to justify to thern the kinds of lives they Ìead, The

criterion of this search for the (symbolic) rneaning in these

narratives was experience and practical images generated by

the informants. These images were analyzed intensively in
terms of their function as syrnboÌic images. To stretch an

anthropol-ogica I point, j-t rnight be said that my method relied
on rroral tradition v¡hile stressing the importance and

consciousness of the hearer in the analytic process. To quote

Josephine Donovan, "ideology is often used in two distinct
v/aysr one, as a generic term for the processes l:y which

meaning is produced, chall"enged, reproduced, tranformed. I.he

second is more narro\.,r'Iy used to irnply a fafse intelÌectual
system rooted j-n ruling class interests't(1988:86).

In the planning stages of this research I decided to use

the work of ceorge Homans (1950) to begin the franework since

Homans began his theory design by reJ-ying on semantics to
trace words back to their references in observed fact
(195o:10). Homans speaks for the discÍpIine of Sociology when

he says, rrvùe are devoted to big h¡ordsrr (1950: 10) . !'Ihat Homans

say about Sociology is the same as ny experience in
Ànthropology Words like status, cutture, kinship, function,
heuristic, etc, and .in Ferninism: voice, heaJ-ing, cul-ture,
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po\iJer ' privef ege and so on are por¡/erful- examples of what

Homans h¡arns us against. I agree r¡rith Homans that all too

of ten v/e l¡/ork r¿,¡ith these l,vords and not with observations.

where possibÌe in this research I have rnade every reasonable

attempt to couple the symbolic profile v¡ith observations. Some

may not have mucfr faith in the subjective nature of

observations and the results. From the point of view of theory

construction and the union of theory and praxis, howeverm,

empirical evidence is an important step in the process of

bringing the two elernents together. Honans says it best, rr a

theory is a for¡n in which the resuLts of observations may be

expressedrr (1950r16) .

The duration of the intervier+s themsefves were quite

variable, rangj-ng fron 45 rninutes in some cases to over tv/o

and a half hours. In afl instances I allowed the women r¡/ho

responded. and agreed to be interviewed to choose the venue for

the interview. often I went to their hones; others came to my

home, others to ny office at the University of Manitoba, and

some preferred an outdoor setting when the r^¡eather alfowed' In

many situations the interview continued after the tape

record.er was turned off. Durinq these tines I did not take

notes; rather, I attenpted to Iisten in order to hear what v/as

being said. Later, if I fett it necessary, I made a record of

those segments of the intervie\^/, only recording \'rhat had been

said by the responcìent. often, hohrever, these conversations

were eLaborations of the recorded data.
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In generating Sanpte 1, which is primarily composed of

non-white ethnicities, I did not use the marker "Feminist" in

any of the advertisements to soìicit informants. rn conpiling

the letter to solicit respondents for Sampfe 2, I did use the

marker rrFeministrr to describe the research. In Sampl-e 3, which

was comprised of volunteer respondentsr the use of the marker

ItFeninistrr varied. In sone cases, for instance, rvhere the

respondent was non-white, the feninist marker did not emerge

in the discourse. In the final analysis Sarnple 1 is comprised

of non-white wonen with the exception of three wonen,' sanple

2 is comprised of mostly white, rniddfe-cIass women, with the

exception of nine individuaÌs, and Sanple 3 is mixed in terms

of cfass and ethnicity.

In structuring the research in this manner, it was my

intention to use the symbolic profiles of each sample in

cornparison with each other to obtain an overall- cultural

profile or contiguity of the wonìen who participated in the

research. My goaÌ was to use these profiles derived fron the

data, to examine the link bet\^¡een the cultural ideologies of

the r^¡onen and social observations. I recognize that my

analysis is and must be j-n the abstract, since it deaJ-s only

with sorne of the elements of the concrete situation. Ho\'¡ever

this does not negate the j.nplicat.ions this research might have

for concrete action in the culturaf paradigm concerned. By

generating a symbo]ic profile from my data I hope to

denonstrate that the configuration of symbols wil-1 clearfy
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indicate either a connectedness betr,veen activity / interaction
in group contJ-guity or a cultural separation in terms of

activity/ integration.

Finalfy I h¡ould fike to say a fehr word.s about the charts
that represent ernpirical data in this research project. Again

ï rely on Homanrs v/ords to explain that the charts taken by

themsel-ves will not reveal much. The order of events and

rituals is not intended to represent any chronological order

or any order of importance (Homans 1950:82). In additj-on, it
j-s impossible to account for the non-attendânce at such

rituafs and annuaf events by using the charts afone. I4hat they

do reveaf is that particular groups or individual women

attended particular events, which is not a static condition.
The charts of ernpirical data then, can only illustrate group

or individuaf attendance of specific events over time and the

fluid nature of this dynarnic. However, coupled with the other

methods of anafysis in this thesis, the empirical observations

revealed a rich cul-tural contour of the women who participated
in thís research. The charts of empirical- observations also do

not irnply that individuals belong to one group only or attend

only one type of event. Inintialty, I used such charts as a

research tool during the baseline stage. Às Homans points out

the use of such charts is not such an unusuaf method; we do it
every day when r,Je concl-ude on the basis of observations, such

statements asf rrso and so, and so and so see al-ot of each

othert¡ (1,950:85), In my experience, observation is a critical
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tooL in a process such as this.



CHAPTER FOUR : NARRÀTIVES

The focus of this research has been a search for

culture. In searching for culture, f had to deal with rneaning

in discourse. Inseparable from this is the irnpact discourse

has on bodies, writ behaviour, in particular culturaf

behaviour. The starting point for this research was ny

curiosity, as an anthropologist, with the impact the Feminist

discourse surrounding a rr\{onenrs culturerr coufd or would have

on the rrbodiesrt (behaviour) of wonen (Foucault 1980). The sane

curiosity appl-ies to Anthropology. The discourse of the

discipline has had a profound impact on culture itself.

Anthropology has served to create the hunan image and to

create the behaviour of this hurnanity in terms of Culture.

The fact that discourse has an effect or impact on bodies

or behaviour is undeniable. Even those anthropoÌogists who

bel-ieve that the discipline should be confined to science

cannot deny that the empirical- evidence for the impact of

discourse on behaviour is overwhelrning. In the case of this

research, both Feminisn and Anthropology have contrikruted

directly to this irnpact. Both FeninÍsm and Anthropol-ogy have

rnobilized what Homans referred to as rrbig wordsrr (Homans

1950). In Anthropology, the inpact of such concepts as

kinship, power systens, voice, gender ând so on set up

specific modefs of behaviour which in turn produces a
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textuality that functions to drive what we befieve to be

certain truths. The process is similar in Feminist textuality,
as it is in afl disciplines that generate Language to sanction
textual- behaviour.

Thís conceptual i z ation of the pov,¡er of discourse over

bodies owes a trenendous debt to Michele Foucaultrs work
rrPorver and Knotvledgerr. Foucaul-t rightfully claims that ù the
connections that link a discourse to bodies resuft frorn the
discourse's capacity to produce and convey powerr' (1980:91).
More importantly, Foucoult treats discourse as an event, as I
do in this thesis. In doing so, discourse moves beyond a mere

conveyance for neaning in cornmunication/ and becones a system

of cuLtural institutions, practices, laws, legislation,
economies, morafs and science. To treat discourse as an event
is to access the non-cliscursive field âs wel-l as the
discursive.

In this thesis I attenpt to utilize discourse and the
discursive field as it functions behind logocentrisms .in

order to access the various perspectives in which a discourse
can be vielved. Like Foucoul-t, I an interested in what happens

behind the togocentris¡ns or signifiers that Homanrs caJ-J-s "big
words. rr Further/ I a¡n interested to see what irnpact these
logocentrlsms have on bodies and, in particular, what irnpact

the assurnption of Culture has had on the behaviour of women.

I have def ined Culture in this r,,,¡ork as: the sociaf ly and

svmbolical lv .l"earned and rnore or f ess shared knol,Jledqe that
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underfies behaviour. This knowfedge gives rneaning and. order to

hunan cognì.tion and experience. Þleaning is assigned, and frorn

this assignment cones culturaL experience and vafue.

Given this definition of culture, enpirical evidence for
cul-ture is readily accessible since it is the ideoÌogy thât
drives behavj-our, To extend this point to incfude FoucauÌtrs

treatise on the impact of discourse on bodies means that in
discourse (as an event) can be found the roots of behaviour.

Foucauftrs treatment of discourse as an event is parallel to
his concept of the archaeoJ-ogy of knowledge. In this
particular conceptua li z atÍon nothing stands aÌone, but tike
discourse as an event, is connected to institutions, Iaws,

morals and so on that are stratified and intrically
interconnected with one another.

An exampfe fron Ànthropology of the irnpact of discourse

on knowledge can be given in the forn of Kinship. We believe

in Anthropology that Kinship is observable. It is al-so a

discourse that nanifests itsel-f directty in the process of

naming kin. This discourse of kinship, either by the

anthropologist or the cultural- Other has a direct inpact on

behaviour in both instances.The scheme of kinship offers a

discourse that designates particufar individual-s by a certain
name, and in doing so defines or defineates a specific
behaviour toward the individual. so named. Afthough there may

be significant differences betneen the anthropological
textual.ization of kinship and on-the-ground behaviour, the



discourse has a concrete impact on subsequent behaviour.

Sirnilarly, the clain by Feminist theorists to a Í\.r¡onenrs

cufturerr had, according to ny research, a profound impact on

¡ìow particular women behave. The Feminist fanguage that
proceeds as if a womenr s cul-ture existed also has had a

concrete impact on those wonen who accept it as fait a compli.
Wagner, in his works, The invention of Cufture (1981) and

LethaÌ Speech (1978) discusses this at length. In this thesis
I have accepted the fact that discourse d.oes have an impact on

behaviour. Consequently to proceed rAs IfÍ there is culture in
any given context, rather than to determine if there is
Cul-ture could/v/ou1d have an incredibfe impact on behaviour. fn
the case of rny research in this thesis, it is what drives the
profile of separation anong women.

Discourse analysis has proved to be an invafuable
implernent in this research. It has provided a neans of tracing
the cul-tural, tropes that occur when specific discourses begin

to manifest thensel"ves into behaviours. Discursive fiefds are

continually dynanic in themsel-ves. This does not mean that
action or behaviour is al-so dynamic in some autonatic sense.

My research for this thesis indicates that both discourse and

behaviour can and do beco¡ne entrenched when, as I discussed in
the preceding chapter, the discourse or more accuratel-y

Lânguage of theory is alfowed to becone centrafizing and

totalizing, As Foucauft says:
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"...a particular díscourse can figure
at one time as the prograrnne of an
institution, and at another it can
function as a neans of justifying
or masking a practice which itsetf re¡nains
sifent, or as a secondary re- interpretation
of this practice, opening out for it a new
field of rationafity" (1980 ?L26).

fn this r,.rork I distinguish between Language and

discourse. In this thesis Language is signifier of a central
and totalizing theory that is used as power in the

conventional ascending sense. fn the case of Feminist theory,
Language is that vehicle of power that produces "the right
kind of ferninist't, a logocentrism inherent in alf the

col-l-ected narratives that forn the raw data for thls piece of

h/ork, My research iffustrates that this Language is the direct
product of external infÌuences and, is an alienating factor.
On the other hand discourse is used as the system behind the

Language of a centraflzed theory; it is for me the vernacular

of specific actions or more preciseJ-y \,vhere every-day

behaviour exists. By cornparing the Feminist Language and the

discourse of the women in this work I have been abfe to
deterrnine the impact such practices have had on what I see as

a process of separation of women that is in reality no

different fron the processes of separation along class and

ethnic lines in the broader national and inter-nationaf
cornmunities. This notion makes the case for not thinking
gLobally and acting LocalJ-y. It is not my intention in this
rvork to oppose the discourses collected as data with the
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Femin-ist Language in the traditional manner that structuralism
does. Should the reader conceptualize the t!ùo this way, that
is for the reader to reconcile. Discourse as I use it here and

Fe¡ninist Language are but two points in a cultural trope; they

are not intended as binary oppositions.

Like Foucault (1980)/ I am interested in the por,rer of
discourse behind the signifiers, or por^.¡er at the extremitj,es
a\.day from the logo, the textuafity, the language of a centraf
theory.

Later in this chapter by offering the raw data of my research

f hope to ilfustrate that fine but tenacious grip that
Language and then discourse can rnaintain over our bodies, writ
behaviour.

As Foucault says "this is then the l"evel at which power is
organized lnto effective strategies that take an irnmediate

hofd over our bodies" (1980:90). powerf not the ascending

power of la\.,ù or legislation, but rather the power of everyday

interaction between those v¡ho kno\d and those who do not,
produces discourses. In this thesis the indices of po\.,rer

between those who kno\.,¡ and those who do not are s imi lar to the

indices of power between Language and discourse. By using the

narratives that constitute the raw data in this work I befieve
ï have accessed the power of alienation itself that drives
the process of separation of women along lines of cfass and

ethnicity, which has nade it lmpossible for women to have

generated a separate Cufture for and by women.
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One of the syrnbols that repeatedly ernerged in the oral
data colfected in this research was pov/erl. I shall present

the discourses later in the text and the reader can discern
for her/hinself what synboLs emerge where. However, this word

deserves marking-out on its own since it was so pervasive in
all- the discursive f ields of the interviews. There \.^,ra s a

common discursive efement surrounding Ipowerl in alÌ the
stories recounted to me during daLa coÌl-ection. Women either
used tfre Ferninist Language to trope power into empower or
combíned rtporøerrr with priviJ-ege in their discourse. The power

of discourse in this work is a process of trope that moves the
negative power of Language into a positive, rrorkabf e strategy
that sustains specific forns of cul-tural existence. By

suspending the popuLar symbolic use of power as an ascendant

force to be seized and wiefdecì, and by moving it to an

inherent elenent of aIf hunan connunication, power is removed

from the conventional use. By noving beyond the power of a

centralized theoretical language to the strategic discourse of
everyday survivaf one can access the knowledge that produced

that discourse and thus cufture (or fack thereof. )

rrRecognized forms of knowledge allùays
bríng power, and power in turn justifies
the f orrnation of specific kinds of
knowl edgerr

Foucault, 1,9AO252.

It is at the point. \,rhere the negative power of Language

moves or tropes into a positlve survival discursive strategy
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that Culture emerges. To use my own exanple of kinship again,

it is the point of difference between the textual language of

anthropological kinship and the lived, everyday experience and

knowledge, writ discourse of kinship. Put another way,

discourse is the clay from h/hich Language fashions its mofar

gloss and it is this rnolar gloss that becomes what Foucault

(L977) calfs rrthe single-rninded viol-ence of classical
techniques.'r Both Ferninism and Anthropology have fallen
victim to the power of their own classical Language. Feminist

theorists claim to have a rrwonenrs cufturerr yet they have

littfe concept of the differences that emerge frorn dÍfferences

of cuftural ethos. Anthropology discusses the differences of

cul-turaf ethos, yet has no concept of the differences of

women. I do not mean to impty by omission, in the preceding

statement, that Feminism understands the differences Ìletween

women, for it clearfy does not.

STORI ES

In Chapter Two, I discussed the three sarnples that make

up the data of th.is research, The sampl-e pool was large in
order to generate a synbofic profile fron the narratives in
each sarnple. It is my intention here to provide so¡ne of the

transcriptìons from these narratives in order to aLlow the

reader access to the data from which I derived the profile of
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cu1tural separation among women in the data pooL. It would be

irnpossible to present alf the transcriptions in a thesis such

as this. Instead, I have selected those narratives that
represent a discursive field, Not af l- the narratives in each

sampfe were in fact usabfe, which was my inj,tial reason for
collecting as large a data set as possible under the
c i-rcurnstances . In sorne instances the narratives r^¡andered far
afield frorn the research intent and often such narratives
contributed profile phrases or words that were usefuf only in
the dornain analysis, In order to feave the narratives as they
occurred and denark clearly r.vhat the respondent said and how

I nanipulated the data, I have blocked-off the narratives. In
addition I have transcribed thern as the respondent spoke. I
have not corrected pronunciation, or added gramrnaticaì.

corrections, nor will I. My analysis and rnobilization of the
narratives either proceeds or foll_ows the narrative.

In selecting a transcribed narrative to represent a

discursive fiefd there were a nu¡nber of characteristics I
selected for. FirstÌy, I have incfuded those narratives in the
body of the text that point to either a cultural cohesion

among hromen or those that indicate a separation arnong cultural
groups. SecondÌy, I have onJ-y included those narratives that
are pertinent to my research concerns. As f nìentioned earÌier,
many narratives beca¡ne tangential and obviously would be of no

use in this research, although they nay prove useful for
future research. Thirdly, f have included those narratives in
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the text here which represent a shared. discursive field or
profile. Àll, identifying markers of pÌace nanes, or narkers
that might indicate the identity of the wornan giving the
narrative have been renoved. The flrst narrative is fro¡n
Sanple l" (S1) and is an exerpt from a long transcription.

Q: you have been tatking about wornen and change in
your cornnunity, - $/hat you think needs to be done. Can you

expand on that a fittfe more?

A: úlef l_, I guess...we1Ì, for me it aff started. about the
schoof. I thought that we..,the parents shoufd be more

involved in our kids' education. I think we have to do it
ourselves. . . wl'ìat do they calf it? Empo\,/er oursef ves . . . and I
guess thatrs good because we are the ones (who) can change

the system. We are the community people. . . f mean. . , tve are aÌl_

community people...here....fron the conmunity. Itrs about
seff-esteem. . . they can do it on their oh¡n. . . comrnunity people
and f think we are as important as others...nore inportant. Ide

live here and its our comrnunity our culture.
No one knows tJhat this area. . . cornmunity is all- about...if

you want to change whatever...,you have to have respect in the
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culture of the connunity. These other v/onen...I mean maybe

what they think is good for then but...I don't really think
anyone, rsept someone frorn here knows whatrs goin on. Al-ot of
people think they know what the North End is afL
about . . . k¡ut. . . welJ-, they see what they want Èo see, but...they
tafk al¡out experience...WELL...they have no experience here.
they donrt know it....

Q: What do you mean by 'rthey don ' t kno\.,r it?'r

A.f...you can see that...welì-, most of the women, I d.onrt know

if they all- are . . . feminists . . . or whatever...but you can see

they want to help....I nean they care about kids but
you...welÌ1.,.I can definitely see that they live in a

different world. sometines you'll hear them taÌk.....I hear
thern talk!...and they say sornething about this
cornmunity...weÌf ...kinda.,.they say "I,ûeJ.l what do you expect
f ron sorneone here, rl

Q: What do you think they nean by that?

A: WeIl, wonen here. . . .like here. .. in this comnìunity, don't
have a high degree of education,stuff like that and when

people from outside. . . . ah. . . say if there is a problem...they
say rrWelÌ,how you can expect these kids to l¡e brif liant¡,
meaning they can't do anything since they are from here.



Q:Have you actua.lly heard them say this?

A: Oh yes...and more I can tell you, I reaÌ1y think they do it
this way...these kids co¡ne fron a forder level of educat.ion and
they don't expect as much of then as they \,r'ould from there or,vn

and stuff like that......
rtrs disappointing in a sense...thatrs 

'rhy the chirdren are
v/here they are f guess, because they are afways put
down...Ìike us...itrs the story here in this cornmunity.

You knor¡¡.. .they think. . . rWeIJ-, yourre l-ike that so we wonrt
try to push you. . . you knor.v.

Q: Push you?

A: Wef i-...nore encourage thern to do better...they don,t think
r^/e can do rnuch r guess. . , you know. . . they are a1l white these
people...

. . . . and \.r¡e rre 9OZ native in
whatever

this cornmunity, culture

...and they say.,.you know...this needs to be done, change
thìs and they push native culture to us and they got to
reaf ize we are native! ....and maybe \,r'e don,t r¡ant to go back
to the country. . . Ha . . The Land ! Alot of us \,,rere born here in
the city probably on social vùeffare and they try to push
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us...everyoner not just us, but the philipino r^/onen says to me

rrI rrn sick of thisr'. . . even the natives are sick of it.

Q: Sick of what? Being told what to do?

A. Yeah, wefl...that an'...they shouldn't be pushing any

cufture...but this is our culture and Lhey are still White,

Q: You told me you thought that the women in this comrnunity

were rnaking things krork. Coufd you expÌain to me \,,¡hat you nean

here?

A: WeÌÌ...I donrt...welf , I think that the bureaucrats, you

know the politicians, and aIl those other who think they know

what v/if f work for t{omen...I don't think they reaIIy care

about peopfe like us,..I mean even the police...response tine
is...Ha!...its sick,..even they wonrt come,

...then some wonan. . . feminist says...you should do this
about violence here in the cornmunity and do sornething about

al-cohol and. . . you knoh¡ about a rveek ago I \,r'as wal-king home

and thj-s guy was drunk and yelling at nìe. He r,/as realì.y bad

'rYou stupid..,can I say that? Wel-l...he calfed rne a bitch an

more...and then he srnashed the window on his door. He starts
throwin gfass at me...and this is my street, I live here an'

I donrt want to do nothin |cause he can find out where I
live. So I cafl the cops an they go an get him and brinq him
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to my house to identify hin! Now! Woul_d you do that in Tuxedo?

i{ould you do that anywhere efse but here? I mean...its real}y
a cfass thing...its different...you have to be here.

What I nean j-s, its a grassroots thing here...yeah...a
grassroots thing that got the conmunity going...an'its frorn

the inside. . . its our culture. . .the people live here. . .I mean

it comes from a real need. You nay here people say Never

trust anybody frorn Ú ...but peopfe here are

honest--honest about their situation.,.and their situation
gets then into trouble sometirnes.

Q: frn not sure what you rnean about their situation gets thenr

into trouble.

À: People in other areas...you know...better off...they get to
hide things and they fearn to fie so they dontt get cfassed

the same...people here tell the truth...you know...they

say...yesf I do drink or yes, I \.^.¡as arrested...you knor,v...but

really they care about one another like farnily in a sense I
guess. You knor^r you donrt want to be tafkin about this one or

someone el,se...because everyone is connected. . . l ike cousins or

aunts and we aff know each other....tike you would not

believe.

Q:What is the big difference for youf say culturalfy speaking,

from others outside your cornmunity.



A: Ì^lell... .there's lots. , . .people here are very.. . . Ìike in
terms of cfothes and things...I nean the right kinds of
cfothes...there is no such thing here. Werre not so

rnaterial-istic. Werre survivors...our class is low inco¡ne

and...if say someone co¡nes into tnoney....they move out...9o
somewhere efse.

Q:What do you nean by Igrassroots?rl

A:To me it rneans people who live in the cornrnunity.. .I guess in
the cuf ture too. . . rvho reaJ-ly kno¡¡¿ it. . . are the ones who are

the part of changing j-t....or deciding IF to change it...

crassroots is not somebody who thj-nks [Weff, gee maybe they
need this'r, you know. people in the cornmunity might think they
need something but they have a dífferent way of seeing it...we
donrt think the same as some r,Joman from Tuxedo...and people

know v¡hat's goin on...they can telf Íf yourre from the
community. . .I'm from the community. . .I v./ork here and tüe all
can relate to one another, yet...you know..there are lots of
peopl-e \,,¡ho are from outside. . . . and even if there are onl-y t\.,r'o

of then at a meeting. . ,the rest of us don't rel,ate
anymore... its just because there is authority there who can

use big words which nakes us so bored because we donrt
understand haff the words or the language...so r,vhen these
r¡/omen te 11 us about how r¡re have to ban together
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vrlth. , . r,r'hatever we donrt

its. . .language. . .you know

understand what's

it looses us.

goin on because

Q:So this ...or these r¡omen...was the fact that you couÌd.nrt
understand them part of the community becoming motivated?

A: I mean. . . yeah. . . r^/e have to do it f or oursef ves. We

know...only r^/e know the grassroots needs...no one knows

this...especially not some r,/oman.... f erninists from well. . . some

other area. Like an example is this is a transient area, so we

started a housing registry here and v¡e aLl i^/ent to city hall
and got a l-ist of atf the fando\,rners in our area and then we

phoned them and ask thern to join our registry. When they have

something for rent they phone us and we advertise it....around
you know...on bulletin boards at the school- and so forth.
We donrt go anr inspect the prernises because that woufd never
Irork. Werre not out to get then...but if someone in our

community have to ¡nove ín a hurry or whathaveyou. . . they have

a better chance to find somewhere back in t.he sanìe community

vrhere it is the same culture so...the kids are in the sarne

schoof and they are with the peopfe they know.What's inportant
is to stay in the same connunity, That's stabifity. I don't
know that someone outside r,¡ould see it that \day. . . .well. . . they
think r¿e shou]d inspect the places an afl that.,.but that's
not it.....I mean do they know what our community is? Their
comrnunity isntt rny community.....this is just ny opinion..,not



anything. . .you knorv . its just what I think.

f think we have to start speaking up,...at rneetings and

telf then....you don't know v,ihat you're talkin about. you

know...are they goin to come and ask us ho\,/ to change there
cornmunity. . . . do they even have a community....do they even
have a culture? They are always pushin ours...we have to start.
to speak up.

For ne as reseârcher this narrative is typical of the
narratives in s1 and for this reason r include it here. Fro¡r
this narrative a number of things are made clear, the first
being the separation atong lines of language and class. The

dialogue indicates many points of an inside/outside boundary

naintenance function frorn a cul"tural perspective and the
entire narrative illustrates the "different. worldsÍ of those
inside the cultural cornmunity in question and those who come

in fro¡n outside. particufarly pertinent to ne and nìy research
is the statenent about what I have called Language and its
afienation. The woman who gave this narratj-ve was extrenel_y
cfear \.,r'hen she cÌairned that women fron the comrnunity related
well to each other but when there are even tr^¡o peopì-e frorn
outside |twe donrt relate.rr She cj,tes Language as "big !,Jordsrr
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that I'bore peoplerr and for her in this narrative this Language

represents rrauthority.,' This is not an atnosphere of cul-tural
cohesion and trr¡/onen t s cultureo since the narratlve cfearfy
cites separation along lines of Language. class and ethnicity.

The r^/onan who gave this narrative wouÌd not consider
herself a feminist. Her connection l./as not through
sociobiologica l- trope to all other women j.n the world, but
rather to her community and specif icalJ.y to the people in that
community. For her Cufture and class are specific and bounded.

This is evident in her story of her encounter with the drunk

and the police. Her discourse in this narrative does not
include al-l women as sisters or even afl women as being linked
by Cul-ture. Absent in her discourse are words like sharing,
sisterhood, coIÌective, egalitarian and other ¡nar]<ers that are
¡nobif ized to demonstrate an integraì. link between alr wo¡nen

through their biofogy. Her fink in this narrative is to her
cul-turaI community and the people in it. She would avoid using
such l-anguage markers in any context.

The next narrative is from Sample Three (S3) which was

comprised of wornen who volunteered to be interviewed when they
became famillar with the research through a third party. Wonìen

lvho had been interviewed contacted me to say they knew women

rvho wanted to participate. In this sample I began each

interview by asking the woman if she considered herself to be

a feninist and then proceeded fro¡n there. f offer thls next



narratj-ve as a contrast to the previous one. f lrant to point

out that it ís not offered as an opposition by any stretch of

of the imaqination. There is no value judgement of correctness

intended on ny part. Shoufd the reader attach value that is
qu.ite another matter and not the intention of the author. It
is a sirnple textual procedure on my part to demonstrate the

range of responses I enìployed to arrive at ny profile of

separation among r,.¡onen. This narrative also represents a

discursive field prorninent in Sarnple Three and its connection

with Women's Studies prograns in the academy.

Q: Do you consider yourself to be a ferninist?

À: Yes...yes

Q: Could you tell me v/hat it means to you...to be a ferninist?

A: I guess being...a feninist,..neans to ¡re at its most

basic...

the way I treat other \,r'onen...and it means treating other

women with regard to their individuality with regard...to

their personhood. I suppose it means treating other women hrith

the kind of regard that our cufture doesnrt extend to them.

. . . other parts of f eninisrn to me. . . . are things
l-ike...poJ-itical action. I think that...um...one can L)e a

feminist without being political. . . if thatrs what one chooses.



f mentioned this because f think its very dangerous for
feninists to script other feminists. Its sornething \,re have to
be careful about...because its very tenpting to do...so I
guess...I distinguish between...at its most basic...its how t
treat other lromen. But...its a politic, feminisrn is political.
Its. . . you knor,/, rvhether you use hair spray or not. . . that ' s

political. one could be a feminist and stifl use hairspray.

Q:What do you mean by script?
A:ï guess..,I mean...v/e shoufdn't interfere t/ith the
individuality of other wornen and their rlght to do what they
want.

Q: i^lhat is the prof iJ-e of f erninisrn in Winnipeg?

A:Itrs a political involvement... it invofves engagement in
soc-iaI action or becoming... fobbying for change...
...part of feminisrn becomes friendship. I work on the

-and 

those wo¡nen are f eminists and are very close f riends,
so we have a cfose working relationship, So that is part of
it. I've experienced feminis¡n in Winnipeg to nìean friendship
\,úith other women. It means sociafization with other women. It
means,..it meant at one time and I hope it wj"ll again..,nean
schofarfy work with other women. Supporting other women.

Q: fs this the broader profile anong women in this city do you

th i nk?



À: That I s

others...
I rve experienced canrt speak for

Q: Do you think there is a shared. . . um. . . ideology, . . . or say.

a consciousness among women ln the broader picture?

A: Alot of \{omen I know who are feminists . . . they ' re
friends...and alot of thenì...I can cal-1, then my

sisters.,.there is a cornrnitrnent to poJ.itical change. Feminists

in this city are in sociaf service groups and they are

sisters...we. ..can cal-l each other that...and they are

comnitted to change. I think there are lots of us out there.
I think we have some Love in comnon. because v/e have made some

smafL changes. You know like the creation of womenrs centers
j-n Winnipeg. ALso there has been a real grorvth of womenrs

music in the city...and...also there's the wo¡nenrs bookstore.

Q: Is this womenrs culture do you think?

A: These are nanifestations I think...and even other

bookstores have a wonenr s section...so...realIy when you think
about it. . . there is a r^¡omen I s cul-ture. There really
is...there's quite a dramatic change.

Q: so...if there is a lvomenrs cufture how important is
language in this cul-ture...do you think?



A: WeÌl...in 1980...up until that point I didnrt.....you know

that's a tough onel I'rn just thinking...yes ny language has

changed. . .yes, Iooking back. You know Irve used mafe

pronouns...now I never do...and its not just politicaJ- because

its no longer politicaÌly acceptable, its because nor^/ I
understand it and hâve come to terms with that kind of

l-anguage and v,¡hat it did to me.

Q: Other feminists have sa.id that language was a means for them

to connect thenselves to move out of isolation. How does that

fit with you and your account of language?

A. WeII...I don't think I r.¡as isolated before...I didnrt go

from isolation to community or anything l-ike that...but I do

have a richer relationship with other !/omen because of

language...yes and..I guess I do have a better connection with

vronen. I think that feninism is absolutely central in changing

my fanguage and also...brought about a change of consciousness

and a profoundly different view of reality.

Q: What is the v/onenrs community, is it a united geographic

group

or sonething or are there factions? What is it?

A: I. . . see alot of groups that donrt al-i,Jays \^¡ork well

together...but when push cones to shove. . . theyr re. , , they nouÌd

unite and come together to deal with an issue. I'm talking

about sociaf services ferninists now. We wouldnrt find thern at
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J-oggerheads with each other to
af l- rdork together. . , say. . . to
women.

get nore money for...they would

get more money for battered

A:Is this ¡¡hat is womenrs cufture then.

for a comrnon purpose?

. thris coming togethèr

A ¡ Sornetirnes. . . nost of the time the dif f erences comes do\.,Jn to
personalities, they....these groups. . .

Q:Coul-d you define culture from your point of view.

A: lrn working on this.... Irrn working with
and one of the things we're tryj,ng to define there is cufture.
f suppose. . . . it depends. . . hrell. one definition of culture is
art...but I think it may be sonething broader than that...I
donrt really know...I suppose it is the rnanifestations of aLJ-

kinds of behaviour...the way you do things.

Q:Irm trying to get at the shared and. learned aspects of
cuÌture...you know the.,,the...ideoIogy that drives behavlour
to demonstrate if there is a womenrs
cuLture. . .different. . . separate. . .women.

A: Well...you know I think there is...f rve said that...a f e\,r'

minutes ago...but one of the things that occurs to me is that
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f know. . . I mean r¡/ithin tell ninutes of tal-king to someone if
shers a feninlst or not, even if \.{erre not talklng about

f eminisrn. No\^/. . . how do I pick that up if there I s no tvomen I s

culture? Even...to say it takes 10 minutes is crazy...I nean

even if there is no exchange of words...I know if a woman is
a feminist . . . there I s a message. So there ¡nust be something

alerting us to other r¡/omen...and its sornething cufturaf.

Q: So...you befieve there is
know...full- bfown?

Lromen I s culture...you

A. Yes....and I was thinking, you know that being abJ.e to know

a h/oman is a feminist...as I mentioned...means there must be

a cufture there even though I donrt necessarily know how to
define it...except by more blatant things like a bookstore,
like special services for women. f thj,nk that women created
thern...these things and they are the rnanifestations of that
lromenrs cufture. f donrt know what el-se...I mean...f suppose

f or me \^/omen I s culture was very closely rel-ated to rny acadernic

experience. I mean...developing an interest in r^/onenrs

studies, ...those v¡ere very¡ very important in the developnent

of wonenrs cufture.
...And I came alive intellectually and that was a wonderful
joining of sense and sensibility. Thatrs what women are trying
to do in their culture...is bring these t\do things together
because werve been Ìiving in a schizophrenic world



Q: So for you tl'romenrs studies is a key factor?

A;It's a bridge to the community. . .my experience has been

there is a Lot more reaching out to the communj-ty. Afot of
women in rny experience are surprised to find out that they are

feminists and coming to terms with it. But it depends on \,rho

is teaching it...and if they recognize that the personal is
political and encourage that....then it enabfes women to get

in touch with their experiences in these prograns.

Particufar aspects of this narrative and the discursive
field it represents offer rich data in terms of my research.

My initial- hypothesis was that the 'rCulturefi utilized by

feminist theorists was/is a product of a centralized
theoreticaf language generated by women's Studies programs.

This is afso the case in the discipline of Anthropology \.,rhich

has al-rnost single-handedly constructed the conceptuaJ-ization

of Culture. Culture is a slippery entity. In this thesis I
have as a r^/orking definition of Cufture: the social"ly and

svnbolicafly Learned and more or less shared knowledge which

underfies behaviour. This knowledge gives meaning and order to
hurnan cognition and experience. In my scheme, this knowJ-edge

is the product of consciousness that attempts to explain to us



who we are and to justify the kinds of lives we lead.
By def inì-ng CuLture this way f have re¡noved Culture fron

popular or high culture and I have also positioned Cufture so

as to demonstrate Foucauft's idea that discourse does have an

irnpact on behaviour and can be accessed. fn my definition of
Culture, discourse can have an impact where meanÍng is
assigned and frorn this assignment of meaning comes behaviour
in the form of experience and knowledge. In terms of the
preceding narrative, the meaning of cufture, in this case
rrwomenrs cufturefl comes fron the academy, specifically,
Wornenrs Studies programs where experience is troped using the
biological basis of wonen to connect aÌÌ $/onen in an

assurnption of Cufture.

The concept of Culture in Anthropotogy, a Ithough
problernatic in an everyday sense. is the result of years of
study of cuftures and theìr differences. Further, the notions
of Culture in Anthropofogy are inductÍvely derived, working
from a set of specific cultural- cases to generalized
statements about Culture. The feninist Language asserts that
there is rrwomenIs cufturel for t/onen, by women, and the covert
understanding here is for all wornen, by wonen. My research
conducted here in !,Iinnipeg denonstrates that such is not the
case. I discuss this at length in Chapter Five.

The preceding narrative is but one such narrative in a

discursive field in the research base that ilfustrates my

originaì- hypothesis, namel-y/that Iwomerìrs cul-turerr as it is
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constructed in these particuÌar discursive fields is a product

of a centrafized theoreticaf Language and is the point where

some h¡onen have made the leap of faith to Culture to include
a1l- women. Another narrative from SampÌe Z (;.2) demonstrates

this process of using the biology of wornen as a common basis
for rrconnectionrt between v/omen in a universal sense.

What do you mean that r^/omen share certain assumptions?

Do you nean afl $/omen are connected whether they know it or
not ?

A: Yes,..by being v/onen we are connected...it means tfìat as

r¡/onen we ARE connected.. .because all wonen are marginalized
and put down in hundreds of ways.,.afl the tinìe. That is the

bond....we are al-f affected by that. . . sexism. . . yeah. . . the
sexj-sm against afl of us is what connects us f guess,..that
shared...

What is interesting to me here in this particular
discursive field is the biological connection of women. It is
this biology that is troped into the descrÍptor 'rshared

assumptions" that continualÌy emerged in the narratives that
make up my research base. f was asking this woman, as I did
with most wornen in the data pool¡ if they thought this Cufture
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had a shared j-deology on a broad leve.l .

_A: Yes. . . I think there is a shared ideology arnong al1
vtÕmen. lrn getting back to the idea of woman-centered. . . at the
very simple fevel of seeing things through lvomen,s

eyes. . .um.. .through t,/hich a rdonanrs experience is the norrn.

Irm tal-king of a bodily sense of ourselves. . . being a

!üomân. . .thatrs r.,Jhat connects us and. . .and. . .from this. . .being
a woman...comes a connection and an understanding and

ahlareness that as women werve...f mean...rde share certain
assumptÍons. , . because we are women.

This kind of language is crucial for my hypothesis in
this thesis. For me, this narrative demonstrates, as did many

narratives in 52 and S3, that the simple biological fact of
being fernale is the initiaf point of connection that is then
troped into a rr\n/omen r s culturer spoken of as being all
inclusj-ve. This profile did not emerge in the discourse from

51 whose discursive field is íflustrated by the first
narrative offered in this chapter.

The second long narrative from 53 (S3/7) in this chapter
pinpoints the discursive field that emerged from women who

cl-early had been influenced by the academy and its theoreticaÌ
language. When this woman def j-ned womenrs culturer she said:
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trI suppose for rne wonenrs culture was very closely related to
my acadenic experience.,.f mean...developing an interest in
Womenr s Studies those h/ere very, very inportant in the

devel-opnent of rrrn¡omen I s culture. It

This pinpoints for rne the problernatic nature of this
concept of rrwonenrs cufturerr - - the fact that in my research

data it does not exist in the sense of being shared in the

broader, more generaf context that CuLture needs to be Ìocated

in. Feminist theoreticaf texts, like anthropological
theoretical texts, are the fodder of the discipline, and are

structured rras if theory and what we Like to cal-l praxis, are

one and the same. This thesis, h/hich I view as an experiment

in attempting to reconcile the two, is neant to de¡nonstrate

that the rrwomenrs cufturerr of Feminist Language and the

Culture of Anthropology are in reaÌity one and the same. The

Feminist r,üriters proceed as if rrwonen I s cul-ture'r existed

r^/ithout corning to terms with the Culture of Man that is the

Culture of Anthropology.

What is striking in the narrative j-n question (S3/7) is
the fact that this woman talks about Culture in the same

manner as the feninist theorist Charlotte Bunch in passionate

Politics (1987). Both l.¡omen equate, as nany people do, Culture
with the popular notion of high culture: art, music and

poetry. In this scheme high culture is associated with a

notion of class--upper cÌass. Novr', no seJ-f-respecting feminist
woul-d ever intentional-J.y wield class as a levelling mechanism.
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Hor.,Jever, it is achieved indirectly by connecting all r,/onen

through bioJ-ogy and the nornothetic of the oppression of l,ùonen.

In thj-s molar gloss, sameness, invoked by sexisn. has

.inadvertently and covertly been equated with a class synbol or
icon .

fn Anthropofogy one of the rnanifestations of Culture is
a shared ethos, or world view. As rdomen¡ whether feminists or

not, we have not achieved a r¿orld-view, which is generally
believed to come about from a shared language, derived frorn a

shared knowledge and experience, My research j-ndicates that
none of the ethos, knowledge or experiences are necessariÌy
shared either across sanpfes or even in sorne instances within
the samples.

Another narrative fron 52 displays a sirnilar notion of
Culture inbedded in a feminist rhetorical language.

s2/22

Q: But is this cul,ture? How are you using Culture here? Could

you expÌain what you nean?

A: f guess when I think of cuJ-ture, I sinply thinks of ways of
living more consciously and ways of understanding the
worfd...and our experiences in it. So I guess f tend to think
of cufture as those series of experiences that hel-p us be
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del-iberate about our lives, and think alrout them...and enrich

and enpower us...Ì:y thinkìng about then...and by providing

that kj-nd of thought perspective. So for ne cufture...can be

a conversation that's

engaged .

...itts a shared sense too..,women share all these ways of

looking at things and even at the basic fevef \.,re share

assumptj-ons about what matters because \^/e are women...and it
see¡ns to me that those kinds of things have always been shared

by women and probably have been for a long time.

Through-out the entire research process/ f ro¡n base-fine

research to the final interviews, this notion of shared

assumptions arose, but onfy within the discursive f iel-ds of S2

and 53. These shared assurnptions find the j_r roots in
feminisrn, particularly feminist theoretical Language and are

axj-ons. CuÌture for me as an anthropologist is not reaLly a

set of axions, \.,¡hereas Feminisrn is a set of mottos. This is as

cfose as I have cone to teasing apart what these shared

assumptions reafly are. No one in the two samples who

generated this language gave corresponding definitions for
rrshared assunptionsrr that offered any satisfactory
explanation. This afso occurred with another descriptor used

in aI1 three sarnples, namefy I'grassroots. rr When I attempted to
del-ve further into the meaning of rrshared assumptionsr I got
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the foflowing responses.

s3/r1

A: Well . . . its . . . f can give you an example. when we say

personal is political. . . it means we all share

personal . . . that I s shared by all women...

s2/19

A: I think shared assurnptions come from a shared. way of
thinking that comes from hreing women..,you know...women-

centered...its the basic way of seeing things as wonen.

Ànother narrative from S2 provides an interesting
ill-ustration of a woman who feft that Feminism had provided

her with a .language and with this language a neans of over-
corning what she cal,l-ed 'risolation. I There are severa]_

references in the narrative that rernain unclear to me. one is
a reference to rra befief system of inequality'r. When I

the
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attenpted to sol-icit cfarification the interview process
threatened to disìntegrate and not v/anting it to f l-ounder t
all,owed it to stand unaltered. I was unabl_e to determine in
the end vr'hat rra befief system of inequalityr neant and can
only speculate that it describes t-he unequal position of women

in the culture at large.

_Q: You told rne earLier that you f e1t isoLated unti-l you

found a language that alLowed you to change things. couÌd you
explain this little inore, with regards to how your language is
different nov/ than before?

A: Iliell-, it was having a belief system of inequaJ.ity. I
mean...before it was...I was fì-ounderlng because you didn,t
fit in the traditionaL role of being a \.vonan and...by getting
the language...ít was like a key...in a bÌock that fitted in.
Sorneplace... it really was f j-ke that how it happened it was

like...heyl ...wou.ld you believe there's a pì-ace...yourre not
a fittfe island off by yourself floundering,

Are you saying yourre more integrated now....how?
ft was a bl"end for ne of the individuaf and the culture,
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but aLso of who I rras...and that btended for me when I
encountered the language...

Q: the language...what do you rnean?

A. the feninist language,.. its a basis of analysis..to fook at
inequalities. ..that r¿/omen face in society. For rnyself . . . f
guess...it gave me a sense of legitimizing myself and ny

identity...and r^/here I should fit...I guess..it goes back to
basic feninism, you know...the empor¡¡ering of groups...they
connect wonen...and you learn we are afÌ the same...afl
r^/ornen...our analysis of inequalities and the injustices..,this
is our culture. . . and. . . u/e I re connected thru that...and
ferninisrn enpowers women...its the connection... its the val-ue.

Q: Value?...do you mean cuftural vafue...Irn not sure...
A: the value for women is the network...the connectedness of
women . . . al- I wornen are connected, it doesn I t matter r^/ho you

are...aff women are connected. . . most of the issues are the
same...and the J-anguage lets us realize that....and
anal-yze..,share...

Q:What does cul"ture mean to

A: it rneans...their...roles

in a structure and you know

connected in some form.

you?

in society. . .I ne're indivlduaÌs
frorn the ]anguage that we are aLl-

So would you say there was womenrs cuÌture?
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A: I think there is a r^/oments culture, its mostly political
though...but in h/onents culture. . . .un.. , .!,rhat I worry about is
will they end up becorning a hierarchial culture itself...you
know...and that scares ne...and looking at the \^/omen's

comrnunity.. . in many l,rays....I hronder...if there is a pJ-ace for
grassroots vJomen...who are privileged fike the others...you
know...

Q:What do you nean by grassroots?

A: Its a perception. . .

Q: A perception?

A: Yes...the way you see things...or .a val-ue f guess.

I v./as unable to get any further cl,arif ication f ro¡n this
woman as to what rrgrassrootsr neant except by juxtaposition
with what she referred to as 'rwomen of privilege. " fn a

further discussion after the tape recorder \.{as turned off she

indicated that feminism was mostly based on Ipor,.rer and

privilege" and that it was j-mpossible for these "privileged
r^/omenrr to understand rgrassrootsÍ women. She aflowed that
these h¡ornen whom she felt were priviJ-eged b,y class and

education and thus economic position could. "inteflectual"ize"
the conditions other women five in but coufd not rrreally

understand grassroots womenn. I took from these statements

that there was in her discourse a hint of a culturaf shear
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among women based on economic class

I woufd 1i-ke to offer another narrative from the

discursive profile that energed from Sl-. This woman self-
described herself at the start of the interview as being
I'grassroots" and "working class". She had rrmanaged" to get

appointed to a government position that had been terminated

due to funding cuts after nore than eight years empfoyment.

-a:Youraisedtheterm||feninist|'ear1ierandI

woufd like to kno$/ if you consider yourself to be a feminist?

A: . . .yes. . .ah. . .

Q: why do you hesitate?

A:Wefl...yes I'm a ferninist,.,I believe that they think they

are doing the right thing...but they arenrt aware how they

isofate us?

Q: Who?

A: Women like. ..ne. . .that are grassroots \domen. . .working

class. We..there's still- alot of anger. Feminism, ., j-s

cfassist. . . or . . . no . . . its cl-assist here. Therers no...its

impossible to resolve the class part...

Q: why is it inpossibfe?

A: We donrt know the words,

protocol. . .

Q: Protocol?

A:...holv to smile, the correct

the right words . . . . a . . . the
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right cfothes. Thatrs protocol. Upper and niddle class women

are so good at it...so accomplished.

fn Winnipeg its...'rgive me powerrr . . . its . , , ,'I rm a woman...its
okayrr...and you find out its the same as with men...its
oppressive...hierarchial. Itrs d.angerous because you

think,..i.,r'ell...I'm safe...these are wornen...and you

rel-ax.. "you open -up and rrdiscloser yourself to then and then

they crush you...you arenrt the right kind of fe¡ninist and you

pay for it...I'm still paying for itl What they d.o Ís worse

than t^/hat men do. . . you. . . with nen you know what to
expect,..and you donrt Iet your guard down.

Q3 What needs to be done,..or is that too broad a question?

A: Working class r..¿onen need to f orn their own groups .

But. . , even. . . then its a catch 22 because they don't know the
process, the languaqe,..the people in...power I guess.

MiddÌe-cfass wonen say to us rrAnger, Anger/ Ànger[. yourre

damn right frm angry...they see according to their o\^/n

privilege..

Q: can you give me an example?

A: Look at the vigils

Q 3 l\ihich vigiJ.s?

A: The oners on t.v. afl the tirne, at the
legis1ature. . , they ' re a good exanple. Look at those women

there...thatrs pretty much privilege to me. That's where j_t

starts right there like that. . , the spLit betr.,reen the rea.l

victims...the working cfass wornen who the vj-gi1 is usually
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for...again victimized by the privileged women who use them

for rrpersonal politícs. "

Q: Coufd I...

Q: yourve used this word grassroots afot and Itm not sure I
understand it...rvhat does it nean...to you?

A: Grassroots neans \¡iorking cfassr the everyday life of the

working class, real...everyday needs and means...

Q: Wou1d you say that feninism as you knovr it was a grassroots

thing?

A: No. Here.,.its for what I catl,,.the privileged. I¡m not

saying its ¡naf icious. . . they just donrt knovr'. . . Iike. , . when rve

donrt understand or knorv the procedure...the protocol...they
by-pass us. fn the beginning they say, roh, its okay if you

donrt understand... its okay...and that's the end of their
cornmitment. It needs to be expfained over and over again each

time...when r¡/e donrt understand or use the language...so we

know they mean it. But its just...there no real
understanding. . .no reaf commitnent.

Q: Coul-d you define privilege for me?

A: Well-. . . its a power some people have. . . its polltical
power,.,.educationaI power. .and class...not
grassroots . . . oh. . . I guess its being connected to protocof.



_Q: When you spoke earlier about sone of the things you

have been involved in, you said that the word rrfeminist'l

r¡/asnrt used alot in your cornrnunity. why is that?

A: Weff... feminist to us..,ne...welÌ, werre predominantl-y

Aboriginal. here and of a very lor,,/ IeveÌ of education. . . and

maybe very little enpf oyabl-e skill-s and aIso...alot of fear of

the systens that exist, the welfare systern... and feminism I
think rnaybe is part of those systems.

We identify with this cornrnunity . . . the wo¡nen I mean...women rvho

never sat on a board....its call-ed grassroots . . . cornmunity and

the needs here....

Q: This here.. . .

A: What you see here, this is what I call grassroots.

The final narrative that I offer in this chapter is
different from the others in that the lvoman is not a resident

of Winnipeg but was in the city on business and expressed. an

interest in being interviewed. I have incl-uded her in sample

three. She has been an educator for nore than 25 years at the

university levef in Canada, I have inc]uded her to iltustrate
my hypothesis that rrwomen's culturerr, as a product of Ferninist

Language, resufts in an aÌienation arnong women.
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_Q; Are you a feninist?
A: Yes.

Q: can you define that for me?

A: f guess being a feminist rneans being concerned first and

foremost with the rights, and privileges of r¿omen who have
Iargef y been j-gnored and in ny or^/n work, it is the attempt to
deconstruct the androcentric nature of my o\.,/n area and

reconstruct a ferninist, or r¡/onan-centered, . . or f e¡ninist
critique of those kinds of things. So, there is an ideological
cornponent and a poÌitical conponent.

À: Are you farniliar \.,¡ith the body of literature generically
referred to as ferninist theory?

A: oh yes. .

Q: Would agree...or disagree if I said that culture is beyond

art, music and poetry.

A: Um-hnn. Yes.

Q:Do you think that feminisrn has achieved rr\¿omenrs culturer?
.A....No. I think...with small exceptions . . . that is...a number

of exceptions or snall encl-aves, intelfectual- or cuftural
encfaves or even philosophical enclaves, vJomen are as

enculturated in r+hat I cal_l an androcentric cufture as men

are. I thlnk they can cLearfy work toward a !{omenrs culture
but I think they or we..or,..f \"/ould prefer it as "theyr have
not understood the real impact of their enculturation on how

they think the world. So they rnake certain kinds of language
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Substitutionsbutdon'tthinkaboutwhatthatsubstitutionof

language is realLy doing or not doing' I think that they have

often generated the ill-usion of progress' ' ' thinking that they

are creating sonething new when-..really I fear they are re-

creating that which is old and that which is traditionaL' ' ' '

Q: Traditional?

À: well. . . traditional as problematic. . . they hawe re-entrenched

androcentric of the v¡or1d by sirnply naking rninor

modifications to certain kinds of language.

Q: Such as...the ¡nodifications?

A: oh...nodifications as to who they r+iII read, or who they

v¿il1 listen to or how they will listen. So-".Irm not saying

its futile to attenpt...or !¿hat we ought to attempt to

construct is wonents culture...but I think that ¡nost fe¡ninist

theory creates the il-fusion that that's exactly what is being

done in the present...I dontt think they are addressing the

critical issues.

Q: Which are?

À: Dealing with ideology...how they think the world. They

think by changing v¡ords. . . changing the prefix or the suffix

that they are changing androcentric r.rords into woman-centered,

woman-cultural-Iy-Ioaded r+ords...but in fact what is really

happening is they are keeping the same root of the word and by

re-inwenting that root, re-invent the neaning system to which

the word is attached...and that is androcentric culture.



This is the end of the data to be presented in this
chapter in the forn of the narratives. None of the samples

used in this thesis to organize the data are rnutuatly
exclusive, however the discursive fiefds that ernerged. are

distinctive. f have taken great caution t-o present the
discursive profile fron each of the samples I used in
conducting the research. As r rnentioned in the beginning of
this chapter, f have been seeking culture and I have i¡een

doing it through discourse. I believe that discourse does have

an impact on our behaviour, writ bodies by Foucaul-t (19g0) . My

idea here was that by seeking the power 1n dj.scourse between

individuals, the power between those who kno\,r' and those rvho

donrt know, I could get at the meaning behind the Language by

using the discourse of wornen. In the next chapter I shaff
offer ny conclusions based on the data fron which these

narratives are extracted.

rr. . . these invisibfe yet pervasive
nanj-festations of power are quite
real and it is with these effects
that are discernable at the fevel where
discourses take hold on bodies
and effect the everyday existence
of hunansrr (Foucault L977.96) .
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CHAPTER FIVE: LANGUAGE AND AT,IENÀTTON

In Chapter Two: Review of the Literature, I outlined some

of what I consider to be the central- problems inherent in the

feninist operating assumption that culture had been achieved.

fn this chapter I would fike to expand on this and il-fustrate
that in both Feninist Theory and Anthropology, theory it.self
has cone to be a form of domination. In Anthropology this can

take the shape of the structurafist paradigm in which rigidty
opposed signífiers operate as irreducible cultural absofutes.

Examples of these preval.ent absoÌutes such as culture/nature,
self/other and man/t/onan have been outline and discussed in
Chapter One. These absolutes are a curse j.nherited from the

thought patterns intrinsic to the processes that spring from

binary oppositions. Tile psychology of oppositional rneaning

systems have come to structure our thinking to such an extent

that v,¡e apply them in a autornatic axio¡natic manner.

The mechanisnì that effectively achieves this process of

setting everything in opposition is the alienating Language

of centralized theory r.'hich is a constant source of alienation
and of wl-ìich structuralisn is a part. I I:ef ieve that in
discourse, away fron Language. there is a por.Jer that comes

from experience and knolledge and that has a profound culLuraI
irnpact on bodies, r¿ritten here as behavior (Foucault LgjT).
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It is this hregemony of Language that generates

privilege-both textual and actuaf. This is the Language of

rrtheory as centrerr which produce logocentrisms that bêcome a

totalizing and f ormul-aic presentation or perfornance. This

theory-as-Language-as-real ity seeks out a unique niche for

itself and by the nature of this centering, becomes

reductionist in terms of class and ethnicity. It treats both

class and ethnicity in a homogeneous r¡/ay that denies both

variation and real Difference. Language plays a centraf rol-e

in the product.ion of rneaning and is not far from Honans'

comrnent about an acadernic dedication to I'big wordsrr. However,

the Language I refer to here has ¡noved beyond Homan I s

conception which, Ìike other structura L ist- functional i st

positions, itseff tends to be static.

The post-structura l ist treatment of meaning and Language

and the capacity to generate culture is a nore dynarnic

approach than what Homanrs developed in the 195Ors. The point

remains, holvever, that such words do play an integral and

constitutive roLe in the construction of Culture.

Language as a syrnboJ-ic conveyance of rneaning,

particularly in the case of ferninist and anthropo l-ogica 1

texts, constructs an inpenetrable boundary of prlvifege based

on Language. This is the source of alienation from Language

that appears in ny research data. In the specific case of

Feminist Language the sources are focated in women's Studies

programs which in turn adopt the Language of national- and
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international feminist thinkers and in doing so create the

filters through which local, cultures cannot penetrate. This

totalj-zing process gives power to the centre (the theory

itself) and glosses over problematic areas that may need

attention, such as the division of v/omen in terms of socio-

economic class and ethnicity. This has an insul-ating effect

that then spills out into the so-called rrwomenrs community"

and effectively acts as another source of afj-enation j-n that

it renders a disembodied politj-c at the l-ocal- cultural level.

When theory is nobil-ized in such a totaÌizing or absolute

manner it has a profound irnpact on action or praxis. Feminism

has assumed cufture in exactly this nanner and locally the

politic is derived frorn this assurnption regardless of the on-

the-ground real-ity. This practice of operating "as ifI there

!/ere a culture for and by all women, propped-up by the

Language network of womenrs Studies programs' is an

ideological design troped into "the conmunityrr. My research

indicates that the syrnbolism of feminist Language derived

directly fron ferninist texts does not work to integrate trthe

v/omenrs cornmunity" but rather works directly to drive a

further separation between wonen already alienated fron one

another along cuftural fines. Both wagner (1986) and Geertz

(L97L) have discussed at length the importance of the symbolic

as the constitutive and organizing elernents of cul-tura] l-ife.

From this one might expect that the symbols ernLredded in the

feminist Language would point to this rrwomenrs cufture" if it
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in fact existed. The concept of significant symbol-s introduced.

by Geertz (1973) proved a valuable empirical aid during the

baseline stage of this research. Significant symbols are
rrv/ords for the most part, but afso gestures, drawings,

jewellery, buttons, s logans--anything in fact, that is
disengaged fron its ¡nere actuality and used to impose meaning

upon experienceir (ceer|Lz L973:45), Any symbols that appeared

to me to be significant, were confined to a specific and

bounded group of women v/ho also used the Language in a nanner

fitting this definition. These syrnbols, which I have chosen to
see as being significant in this research¡ were not shared in
the broader context of wonen in thi-s research data.

In The Invention of Cufture (1981-), Wagner says: rrthe

interpretive elicitation of meanings, which I cafl 'inventionl
can be seen to have a Ìife of its own and can moul-d the use of

cultural conventions to its purposes. " This is particularly
lnportant for my rvork since my data indj-cates that anong the

Í/omen in rny sample this "interpretive eficitation of meanings"

is first and forenost small-group oriented and not contiguous

!ùith the general population of women. These meanings are the

trappings of a feninist theoretical Language that h/orks

effectively to drive the profile of separation anong women

rather than fosterinq an integrated pl-uraÌity of groups.

In ny database, alienation begins with Language - - a

Language that begins with rhetoric in Women's Studies programs

and spiLLs into rrthe comrnunity" v¡here it acts to al-ienate
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ri¡omen whose daity lives are beyond the boundary rnaintenance

function of this Language. This process, centered on ferninist

theoretical Language, expects v/omen to work for a cause ttrat

in the end separates or afienates them frorn their own cfass

and ethnic backgrounds. The basis of rneaning in this Language

is not a function of loca1 discourse and therefore the

cul-tural process which gives rneaning to action is not present

for those women who are not part of the Language encfave. This

Language effectivety al-ienates women outside the white,

rniddle-class boundary. Nor is there, according to my data, any

evidence of shared and functioning core symbols within this

sefect potitical boundary to indicate that a wonenrs culture

exists there either. In ny research even the Language itself

becomes a point of separation for those who use it UsuaÌfy

core syrnbols act to unify and rnotivate individuafs towards

the cultural points of reference that situate culture' However

because rrr,/omen I s cul-turerr is asserted by the theoretical

Language rather than a real-ity, the core symbols themselves

contribute to a disernbodied atrnosphere. core symbols al-so

rnust nove to construct their own conditions that eventually

encompass the individual perception and the integrated

plurality of the coll-ective culture. This is not the case in

my researc¡r data and I wifl demonstrate this in the foJ'lowing

chapter .

The inportance of netaphor and cultural trope in the

production of Culture can never be overplayed. The production
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of feminist metaphors and the iconicj-ty it wields at aIÌ

level-s of syrnbolic production is centered avùay from most Iocal

Cultures. Cuftural- trope are those symbolic flgures of speech

and irnagery that turn, convert and change the standard meaning

of a v,¡ord. f n the Feminist Language lrpowerrr becomes rrempohrerrr,

rrablerr becomes rrenabferr verb forrns that represents forms of

actj-on such as to know or to judge, are rendered as gerunds

e.g., 'rknowing", "judging". What was syrnbolically a site of

action in the verb form now becomes, by substituting the

gerund, a more passive and personal- position. For me, this is

intrinsicatly a def .iberate trope to passivity using a

centered, theoretical Language. It is trope for instance that

aÌfows charfotte Bunch to ok¡viate culture from a socially and

syrnbolically fearned and shared knowledge which underlies

behaviour into rrart, music and restaurantsn (I9a7:190). This

approach that tropes a centred theory into cuftural praxis as

if it were an integrating factor cannot render cul-tural-

meaning that is integrated across c.lass, and ethnic

boundaries. In other words, to use Foucaultrs idea, the

ferninist discursive field derived from the Language of woman-

centredness transl-ates ínto a Language of priviJ-ege for

particular classes of women and effectively acts as a boundary

maintenance function. This is the central- premise of ny

profile of separation in the three samples that constitute my

data. The language of woÍìen's Studies prograrns works to

generate theoretical fanguage, g.l-eaned from national- and
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inter-nationaÌ feminist textual fields and tropes it into a

language used to centre local action. This quest for a unique

centre for women has backfired and instead of beíng a cohesive

factor a.Iienates l^¡omen fron one another. This is nothing new;

rather it is sinply another means of exclusion, It is,
however, an exceffent exanìple of how theory becomes a form of
domination and separation in itself.

In rrTruth and Powerrr (1980:126) Foucauft dernonstrates the

cfose connection between discourse and power. If we r,Jere to
apply this rnodel to the f eminist rhetoric, rrpo\,ierrr woul,d be

troped into rrenpower. " This textual pf oy of moving trpor,/errr to
trempov.¡errr is a mobillzation of a r¡/ord into the rofe of praxis

and causality. This is a hegemony that assumes that feminist
theorists indeed have the pov;er to dispense culture to others

in the guise of I'empoweringrr them. This is akin to the

imperialist rnethods that characterised the early ethnographi_es

in Anthropology or rvhat Foucault (1980iL26). aptly calls "the
singfe-ninded vioLence of the classical technique." In doing

so, the constitutive or organizing principte of netaphor as it
functj-ons in cul-tural- meaning is bypassed to create an

atmosphere of nystificatj-on through Language. This is, in my

experience, a ritual process that continuall-y counts things
over and over again at the expense of moving away from

semiotic constructions that roadbfock an integrated plurality
of r¡Ìomen. In additionr slnce this praxis / causal ity derives its
origin from a theoretical- framework that has become a
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totality, it creates a privileged boundary that alienates any

differential discurslve perspectives. Should feminist theory

and tLreorists continue this praxis, it wil-1" force the socio-

cultural life of women to become entirely symbolic, for it

could be nothing else under such totafizing constructs. In

fact, my research indicates that this is the case in the local

situation of \"/onen in WJ-nnipeg. Large numbers of rvomen whose

class and ethnicity cannot function in the centred feminist

Language have been alienated by a symbolic field that is

usel-ess to them in the rnaintenance of their daily lives.

As acculturated beings \.{e are adapted to cultural

meaning. The symbols, signs and language that drive these

meanings are a preoccupation in both ferninism and

Anthropol-ogy. Theref ore it f oÌf ows that hol,r riüe use and

mobilize the symbolic is what counts. In my research the

symbofs that supposedly point to a cul-ture of women are lts

greatest source of alienation. This alienation is the impact

that language has on action. Femj-nist rvriters and theorists

have proceeded rras if" this cuLture of Itomen is an everyday

reality by rnaking closure at the l-evel of theoretical

fanguage. (I say it is, therefore it is.) A by product of the

I'as if rr construction is that these writers and theorists have

been able to entrench their status as subjects of knowledge

and aII the power in the traditional sense of power that this

generates, by constantly situating the Language of this

culture of women in a socio-histor ica I context. By connecting
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the Language to a historicaf context and the history that

context legitimizes, the present discourse has the appearance

of being grounded in cultural actuality. This application of

a socio-h istor ical continuum is nothing more that a

construction of putative culturaf origins achieved by

inobilizing a history that in reality chronicfes the history of

cf ass and ethnic separation of wo¡nen by other r,.JoInen, The

soc io-historical account, is a popular format in Canadian

Feminist writing, that perpetuates the search for a unique

centre that by its very nature must become reductionist (For

example see Ristock and vine 1991) . The socio-histor j-ca l-

context effectively al-ienates those outside its specific

parameter. The rras ifrr method, central to this historical

context assunes an isornorphic pattern that presumptuousfy

speaks for aIÌ wonen.

For me, this is the connection between the traditional,

androcentric concept of power as ascendant, generated by

Language and political power. ft is a destructive course to

take since it focuses on Language as an end in itself in the

same manner as it totalises theory. By concentrating on a

praxis derived from texts rather than functioning Cu1tures.

feninist writers succeed in ifÌuminating the fink between

textual knowfedge and privelege. This is what ny research

attempts to reveal. In this experimental work I have

concentrated on the theoretical Language and the symboJ-.ic

system it generates and the constitut.ive power or fack
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thereof, of that synbolic system for producing Culture.

I feel that Fe¡ninists have allowed theory to become

totalizing and centraf. l'rom this comes a Language of

political convenience where rrwomenr s culturerr is assuned and

asserted. The alienation that results becomes the most

effective mechanism of separation of v/omen. This in itsel-f
constitutes rrsystemrr and rrstructurerr that are closed and

exclusionary.

The importance of critical theory and deconstruction as

a counterpoint to the al-ienation inherent in feminist and

anthropofogicaf theoretical- language is central. critical

theory is the prime nover in this r¡/ork and based on the

premise that much needs to be, and can be, done to extract

both feninisn and Anthropology from the totafizing mire in

which they have becone entrenched, Any theory construction or

design that condones entrenchnent through a centraf Language

j-s conplicit with that entrenchnent. The irnportance of

Discourse, as it is used in this thesis, and not Language,

cannot be emphasized enough since it is central in shaping

Cul-ture and the subject within Cufture. My approach to the

synbolisn of the fanguage that constitutes the database of

this thesis is in the first instance deconstructive. Secondfy

it attenpts to avoid closure, and thirdfy, it vigorously

resists the binary oppositions so inherent in Änthropology and

f e¡nini st theoretical- glosses.

The dlscìp1ine of Anthropology is also guilty of
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nobilizing theory in a totalizing manner as are the Feminist

theorists. The most darnaging of these paradigrns is that of

structural"ism and its fixed, rigid binary oppositions. The

j-mpact on and the ability of the structuralist language to
shape anthropological praxis has been phenornenal. The mouLding

of culturaf ethos inside Anthropology based on binary

oppositrons has produced the enigrnatic self/other, we/they,

and the presunptively isornorphi-c rrr¡¡esternrt cul-ture as .in

opposition to other cultures. AnthropoJ-ogists also proceed rrâs

if" the culture we have created is in fact \dhat we say it is.
cufture itself, as it is created by anthropologists is a

totalizing concept that fiterally controJ.s each and every

ethnographic enterprise. As Wagner (1981310) states rrsince

anthropology exists through the idea of culture, this has

becone its overall idiom, a way of tal-kj-ng about,

understanding and deaÌing with things¿ and it is incidental to

ask r,rhether cul-tures exist. They exist through the fact of

their being invented, and through the effectiveness of this
invention . It

It is the effectiveness of this invention which I want

to address here. At the onset, cufture has been an

androcentric invention, a fact easil-y dernonstrated by a quick

perusal of any ethnographic text. It is this invention of

Cul-ture as a fevelling mechanism that ¡nust be investlgated. It
is a levelfing mechanism because 1t acts as a buffer against

afienation r^/hen the anthropologist encounters someth.ing
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outside th.eir o\,,/n gendered and cultural experience. lt is a

rnechanisn for rnaking fa¡niÌiar the unfamll-iar and aflows the

anthropologist to render the unknown cufture in terms of the

known Culture and the known Culture is androcentric. Both

Ànthropology and Feninisrn centralize this technlque, in fact
it is exactly this rrprocesstr that operates in the rreffective'r

manner that l^Tagner discusses in both instances. This wiÌf be

devefoped in the foJ.lowing chapter. However, if we Iinventrl

Cufture, it rnust be a and accessibte Culture and not simply a

product of theoretical and textual hegemony.

In 1981 Wagner r.vrote in The Invention of Cufture that
Anthropol-ogy was unique in its failure to institutional i z e a

theoretical consensus. f depart from Wagner on this point and

I believe that the di.scj-pline indeed has institutional- i zed at
feast one rrconsensusrr however unconscious it may be. I speak

of the inherent dualisrn of the structuraLj-st paradigm and for
me it is a paradigrn, not sirnply a nethod, for paradigm inplies
a cognitive aspect. Dualism and its product of bj-nary

oppositions prov.ides a set of cognitive axiorns that have

become entrenched not only in the discipline of Anthropology

but in the way we think Anthropology. The heritage of binary
oppositlons has been in existence as long as the discipline
of Anthropology itself.The fact that as anthropologists we

persist in requiring exotic fietdwork, is the best exampfe of
the functioning and systemic duaf is¡n in the discipline.
Individuaf anthropologists may overtly dis¡niss dualisrn and its
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system of rigid oppositj-ons, yet covertfy and perhaps

unconsciously dualisrn occupies a centraL pface in the final
textuality in Anthropology. It is the psychological process to

lvhich v,¡e are cuf turally adapted ¿ \.,Jhether r¡/e are advocates of
structuralisn or not. Binary oppositions are f irrnly inpÌanted

in our ideological infrastructure.
An excellent example of this is the proscriptive and

oppositionaf nature of Culture. In Ànthropol-ogy Cufture itself
is in real-ity the Language of the meta-ethic or in this case

meta-culture. This proscription of Culture is the commentary

on what-ought-to-be and not what is. Incorporated into
¡netacul-ture is the idea or notion that culture can be ¡¡ritten
rras ifrr these theoretical- conponents existed and l-eads to what

I call a cufturaf shear or al-ienation. The writing of

metaculture is in the first instance the first fine of

aÌienation for the individual-, particularly if that individual-

is a woman.

Culture itself is a framing netaphor that continuaffy
tropes and turns along a continuum and should not be rigidly
fixed. This is the post-structuraf ist perspective that can be

a valuable implement in determin j-ng the nature of cultural
neaníng that rernains fluid where binary oppositions cannot.

Cuftural trope is an important feature of this process of

deconstructing this lethal dual-is¡r. The process of trope takes

place on an intricate number of cul-tural indices Ì:oth in
spoken anC unspoken syrnbolic planes, hor^,rever none is more
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imrnedi-ate and availabfe than discourse. Therefore the writing
of Culture as metaculture itseff becones a source of
alienation fronì that culture. However/ at afl fevels metaphor

is the constitutive ingredient of culture and it is the
rnechanisrn of trope, those turns and conversions of symbolic
cognition, in which confficts and differences are curturatly
utilized to bring about cultural change. It is through these
tropes, afmost institut ionaÌ ized by Roy Wagner (1986), that
the standards of ideology are adjusted, changed or turned.
cuftural tropes are figures of speech that become figures of
thought in which the synbols are used in a way that effects a

change in the their standard meaning and therefore their
rrstandardrr place in Culture. Trope is integraÌly linked to
metaphor as the rnachinery by which the conversion is
accomplished. Any syrnbolic system that afienates this process
frorn grounded Cufture through further nystification such as

the language of metacul-ture and Feminist Language is bound to
fail to access culture. rn fact, the Ìanguage of metaculture
are textuar and verbal equivarents of the kinds of hegemonic

neans that destroy or obviate varj_ation or difference.
The l-anguage of netacufture in Anthropology has created

Kinship, Man The Hunter, Woman the catherer, Voice, cender,
Nature, Culture and so on. The language of netaculture has

constructed universalisms and essentialisms, and., in doing so,
afienates us both as anthropoì.ogist and other. CuLture,
written as metaculture has kreen an androcentric construct and
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what is needed to move a\¡Jay from its language and its
alienation is a consciousness of method rather than a

continuation of the alienation of essentialism inherent in the

Language of netacufture. My database in this thesis is an

experiment in illurninat.ing the Language and afienation of
metaculture. I did not apply the paradigmâtic Language of

anthropof ogical metacul-ture in research-ing rrwomenrs cufturetr .

In this experinent f did not intend to design another reafm of
se¡niotics for Anthropology, however, f did have to grapple

with the Culture of metaculture. I believe the Cul-ture of

Anthropology is metacul-ture. The culture of Feminisrn is also

metaculture.

Like those Ferninist theorists who have allov,red theory tc.r

become a totafizing factor, Anthropologists have allowed the

theory of metaculture to occupy the pl-ace of Culture. Both

Feminism and Anthropology have achieved this by adopting a

socio-cultural Language beyond the local Culture. Nationalisrn

and its search for NationaÌ Culture j-s the alienating process

that attempts to assert the prinacy of group affinity in both

disciplines. This universalist direction or focus seeks out

common culture, language, politics and economics as an

ideoJ-ogical base. In doing this, the level of cufture
accessed is universaf at the expense of local- cultural
pl-ura1ity.

Dualisrn and its acconpanirnent of binary oppositions are

a particular brand of essential-isns of which the disciplines
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of Anthropology and Feninisn must rid themselves. As a

psychological process, dualism and essentialism have become

intrinsic to our entire symbolic system to r.vhich r¿e are
intlnately and cufturafÌy adapted. Metaculture and its binary
systern is an eloquent cultural propaganda tha.t alienates the
cul"ture we use for ordering our Iife experiences. Thj-s thesis
is an experirnentaf attenpt to move beyond the alienation that
is constitutive in the rnetaculture of Anthropology and

Feminisrn. I have given a unique privilege to d.iscourse in my

research in this experirnental atternpt to avoid the alienation
of metaculture. The tendency to centrafize and totafized
theory in both Feninisrn and Anthropology are their greatest
sources of alienation. If theory is altowed to be the prime

mover or substituted for Culture there is no way for it to
avoid beco¡ning a totality in itseff. This kind of textual
praxis legitirnizes those who wiel-d the theory and all,ows a

political trope that turns frorn the subjects of knowledge to
the subjects of power, even if it is written as lenìpower.r In
both discipfines theory and action have been collapsed into
one another through the avenues of theoretical Language. The

cuftural aLienation that resufts is díffj-cuIt to undo. Every

effort to oppose the prevalent textuaf hegemony in either
discipline must afso avoid becoming a totality itsetf. ft is
for this reason that in this thesis I experiment with a more

specific and Ìocal ethnography, rather than continue the
seniot.ic universafisrns that have al-fowed theoretical- Language
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to stand in for grounded cufture.



CONCLUSION:

In his chapter, 'rThe Irnpact of the Concept of Culture on

the Concept of Manrr in The Interpretation of Cultures (L973) ,

Clifford ceertz outlines in a relatively brief statement one

of the central- probfens facing anthropologists: 'rthe notion

that men are nen under whatever guise and aga j,nst r,Jhatever

backdrop has not been replaced by other mores, other beastsrl

(L9'73234). This kind of thinking is one of the greatest

sources of essentiaLis¡n and of the methodological apptication

of universafisms inherent not only in Anthropology but in the

sociaf sciences in general. It effectively reduces difference,
difference written: a9e, class, sex and race. It reduces

difference as nere trappings of, to use Geertzrs own term,
ff transient fashj-on. tt (797 3 | 34) . To ceertz I s credit he

recognized the pitfalls inherent in such classical approaches,

l,ùhere he f al-l,s short is "the notion that men are men under

whatever guise.'r In the complicated and often times circuitous
search f or r,vhat Geertz and others call rrthe constant, the

general", the universal-rr or the Culture of Man/ Cul-ture has

been inaccessj-ble to Woman. ceertz and other post-modernist

writers mentioned in the first chapter of this thesis have

made important contributions in this search for Cufture.

However, it is they who have invented it in the first place -



-"they" being men and the 'ritrr being cufture.
Both the Fe¡ninist and anthropological post-modernist

fiteratures have effectivefy delineated the problernatic,

inteflectuaf clinate of the Enlightenment as the troubled
conceptual chifd in this search for the laws of men that
are/\.,Jere believed to be the same as the la\,r's of nature. The

Enlightenrnent I s conceptua f i zatj-on of man and his nature and

his laws of nature was a wonderfufly sinple concept. And it
still is. "Simpls,' in this instance is not to be troped into
símpllstic, for even though the concept of Man and the
concepts of the nature of Man are sirnple, they are simple only
in their lineal-ity. In reaJ-ity they are Linear concepts that
are fuff of compl_ex essentialisms in the form of binary
oppositions, and therein fies its simplicity. It is also a

sirnple systenì by its proscriptive and excl-usionary nature.
rrManrr as it is written in Anthropology is never troped into
Womanf yet Woman is constantly troped into Man.

Despite its probtems, Anthropology has at l-east achieved

the level of understanding, albeit from a totally androcentric
view, that humans unmodified by the local-e of their sociality,
sornetimes written as Cul-ture, do not, never have and never

wilÌ exist (ceertz 1973.35). perhaps this is as cfose as we

have come to defining Culture without becoming, as Geertz

says, 'rtortuously ensnaredrr in our own construction. Culture
is not immutable; only by our o\.^/n construction is it
im¡nutabfe. Anthropofogy has more potential for reaching an
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understanding of cufture, by deconstructing what it has

constucted in the first instance. Anthropofogy, I believe, can

reconstruct itseff by constructing a different kind of
inclusion. This does not nean as Donna Harai/,/ay (1990:231)

says, rrAdd women and stir. rr It means a transformed ideological
inclusion. In other words, Anthropology has to deliberately
trope itself.

If some f eminists insist on rl,Jomen I s culturer , then it is
the same construction, skerved in the same manner as the
androcentric Culture. What is surprj_sing to rne was to discover
that many of the narratives coflected during the research

period for this thesis indicated that the connectedness

bet\,Jeen wo¡nen is based on biology. For exanple i

L3/1L

A: Its fike...the personaf is the political...it means

we...aLl share the personal as women.

To ne,..it neans that we as women are connected. . . because afl
I^¡omen are marginalized...and that is the bond...\,Je are aÌl the
sa¡ne under that... sexisrn T guess...thatrs shared...

s2/32

A:I'm getting back to a sense of woman-centered, at the very



sinple fevel of

eyes...ah.,.through

norn. . .Irm talking of

thatrs what connects

things through \.{omen I s

woman's experience is the

sense of ourselves...as vromen

s ee lng

v/hich a

a bodiJ-y

us and. . .

s2/L5

A: For women its the net\.,Jork, the connectedness. Women are

connected...it doesn't matter...nost of the issues are

same. . . the J-anguage allows us to anafyse. . . share.

all

the

From my perspective this connectj-on through biol"ogy of
alf wo¡nen because we are r/omen, differs little from the

biological bases of the androcentric treatment of women based

on biology. Further, I think the same problems arise from such

a socio-bio logicaì- connection. It aLlo\,Js a dangerous

hornogenization to take hoÌd that facil-itates the quanturn leap

characterized in Anthropl,ogy by rendering rtwomen in cross-
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cultural perspectivet as all- being one and the same. To say

that alÌ $/omen are connected because we are all marginalized

or because biologically rlre are alf women, is to make the sane

mistake inherent in androcentric models of human behavior.

This spa$/ns such ridicufous statements such asrr tfre Cufture

of Manrr , rrthe Antiquity of Manrr, rrMan the HunterÍ and so on.

It also all-ows the kind of probl,eas I discussed earlier in the

review of the pertinent l-iterature to continue and perpetuate

both in AnthropoÌogy and in Ferninist Anthropology, nanel-y, the

mobilization of the androcentric model- by women. This feads to
a re-invention of the androcentric and exclusj-onary nodef of

Culture in the cross-cuftural rnaterial, as well as in the

Feminist language which atternpts to apply the model- as praxis.

Feminists and anthropologists have effectively minimized

Difference because the androcentric model effectively reduces

Difference; they are one and the sane. Unfortunately feminj-st

theorists have replicated the mistakes that anthropologists

have made in terns of Cul-ture, in reality written as the

Cul"ture of Man. Hov,¡ can it Ì:e otherwise? The Culture of Man

tras alienated itself fron its own concept v/ith its ov/n

language, just as Feminisrn is coming dangerously cfose to

doing, Feminisrn is not rrwonen culturerr, it is a poJ.itic. The

body of ideas that constitutes Feninism is too diffuse to even

be terrned an ideology based on my research data. From my

research it is clear that Feminisrn is a wide-ranging response

to the injustices inflicted on women as women by men because
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they are men. The calt by ferninists for a restructuring of

Culture is, to say the least, inrportant, but at this point in

time it is not I'v¡onen I s culture. "

Durinq ny research in Winnipeg, conducted for this

thesis, I have discovered what I befieve to be an interesting

correfation between the profile of Feminist groups in the city

and what I believe to be a poJ.itical movement caffed Prairie

Populism (C. Farber 1990:pers. conn. ) . The populist movement \,ras

targely an American phenornenon from the prairies that was also

aimed at socio-cul-tural- reform. These activities were agrarian
j-n focus, however they have simil-arities which I feel are

pertinent here. Popufist groups held instructional classes for

famiÌies and indivi-duaLs to raise their consciousness of their

social situation and reached leveIs of a counter-cufture

movement. These cfasses operated much in the sane nanner as do

Ferninist consciousness-ra is íng groups in ernphasizing history

and political- theory. There \,/as a Popul,ist press circa the

189Ors and many trriters of this novement alfude to the

practice of ritual cerernonies that acted as a reenforce¡rent

of the aú¡areness raised in the classes (Goodwin 1987:180).

much the sane as Feminj.sts in Winnipeg do such as vigils,

marches and celebrations.

The populists formed thernsel-ves into co-operatives, nuch

the same as Feminists in Winnipeg form coflectives, where a

d.ogma was espoused that often was in direct opposition to the

prevaiJ-inq doctrine of government or the jural systems.
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Another interesting difference, however, betr^¡een popufism and

Feminis¡n is the role of the ¡niddle-class. populism was, using
the words of the wo¡nen in my research d.ata, a rgrassrootsrl

agrarian movenìent. In ny data pool, Feninism is largely a

product of rniddle-cLass endeavors, even in circles of
socialist Feninisrn. For ne there are a nunber of interesting
points of analysis between these two novements. f have

discovered in ny research that Feninism has not achieved
rrrn'omen I s culture, but rather is an out-growth of Cutture in
generaf . As tr'omen what tie need. to devel-op is Cufture. Ho\nrever,

first we have to deal with CuLture as we know it fro¡n the
androcentric model.

Ferninist theorists need to corne to terns with the Cufture
of Man as r¡/e know it and as do anthropological theorists. The

achj-evernent of rr!.,¡omen I s cuf turer might provide the cohesion to
render a base from ¡vhich to estabÌish a broader and more

representative poJ.itic. Culture, according to my research, is
an everything-out-there performance and. not a shared ideology
even the ¡nost basic sense, The sui generis nature of the
Ferninist poì-itic, gl-eaned from the Language of academic

prograns, has resulted in a self-irnposed separation fron what

night be a soÌid cufturaf base for \donen,

An incfusive Culture must come to define the meaning of
our experiences, written as Difference as it tropes into
knowledge and values that outline our everyday behavior. The

Cufture of AnthropoJ-ogy needs to be reconstructed. so that it
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incfudes a cfari-fication of \4romenrs values both explicit and

inplicit by vomen. OnIy by reconstructing the immutable fixity
of women in the Culture of Man can r¡¡e transform exclusive
Culture into incl-usive Cul-ture of Difference.

AnthropoLogy in particufar cannot afford to overfook the

potential of the strong forrnulation between women, Culture and

society. Again this does not mean rradd h¡omen and stìrrl
(Haraway L99O. 23L) as the gloss and performance of rrgender

studiesI fras done in the discipline. Feminist theorists rnust

cease to assert rrwomenrs culturetr as an androcentric political

trope and anthropologists rnust cease to mobilize rrgenderrl to

bury rlronen under the Cuf ture of Man.

As women \,r'e nust first concentrate on making vj-sible that
so-far invisibte sean between our cuftural- experience as

\^/onen and our cultural reality as women. This cannot be a

cuftural trope of the androcentrj-c Culture/ nor can it be

achieved by an exclusionary Language and politic. Culture, as

anbiguous as it is, syrnbolicaJ-Iy is the rnost resistant of all
ideoJ-ogies to change or correct, for it noves in its own

circle of spontaneous qualities. We nust move to\^/ards a

reconstructed analysis of af l- those not-so-shared-but-taken-

for-granted elements, both as t/omen and as anthropologists.

For sometime I have been concerned that rrwomenrs

culturerr has been used as an unconscious trope of the Culture

of Man. Likewise, I believe that a fe¡ninist polltical
ideology, disguised as an independent Feminist base, is
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substituted for a system of culLural representation. In nìy

research it is evident to me that it ls this very process of
unsconcious juxtaposition that has shifted an alienating,
theoreticaf Language into the rofe of rr\nlomenrs culture. r If we

look again at ny definition of CuÌture used throughout this
work, as the social-ly and svrnbolical_Iv l_earned and more or
l-ess shared knowledge that underfies behavior, then as women

rve need to exact what it is we have sociaffy and symbollcalJ,y

learned.

In this investigation we must fook at the leap of faith
some femìnists have made in cJ-airning nvJonenIs culture'r and how

that fifters dov/n to affect the focales of Cuftures, These

l-eaps of faith I have often cal-l-ed rcultural tropesr in this
thesis. These cultural- tropes are cultural- notions that turn
and convert the way in which cultural knowJ-edge and culturaf
experience become transformed. À.s women, we desparatefy need

the unity and distinctiveness of Culture for and by wonen, Às

Henrietta Moore points out in Ferninisrn and Anthropoloqv
( 1988 : 12 ) , Feminisrn deals \{ith women as a sociological
category. As such, the entire notion of Difference between

\^/omen potentialfy undernines the similarities of the
sociological category. This kind of categorization occurs both

ürithin Feminj-sm and Anthropol-ogy ând treats women in an

isornorphic nanner.

Foucault successfufly suspended the neaning of power in
Knoì.rledqe and Power (I977) and demonstrated the rel-ation
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betlveen power and knowledge. This is also what I have been

using as a vehicle to access the discourse behind Language.

For this reason f believe that post-structural models such as

those inherent in work l-ike Michefe Foucaultrs can provide a

point of departure for the reconstructingr of a nore inclusive
CuIture.

As ceorge Homans successfulfy pointed out in The Hunan

Grouþ (1950), \,re can begin to l-ook to the Cufture of smaÌl
groups to begin our reconstruction in Ànthropology. It is in
what f cafl the locafe of srnall- group cultures that h¡e can

begin to investigate the socio-emotional mechanisms of
Cul-ture. By 'r locale" , I nean the hol istic / cul-tural- settings
in which smalf group discourse is produced. In these settings
f believe we can access the power driven fron the knowJ-edge

and experience of Difference that can begin to transform the
Cul-ture of Man. Based Largely on the research conducted for
this thesis I beLieve \.{re can discover the power behind the

signifiers, the logos of cufture. It is here, at the Ìevef at
which power is generated fronì knowledge, that we can see the
impact our Language has as it is culturally troped into
discourse.

Structuralism and its system of binary oppostions

alienate us from our everyday culture, whatever that nay be

and regardless of our biology. In this systern power is a

negative entity, sornething ascendant, reified and irnposed as

a totalizing theory called Cu.Iture. Structuralism is a
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brlcolage in itself, a stop-gap approach. The textuafity of
structuralism is Language and an afienating one at that. ft
encourages the either/or, inside/outside, we/they
constructions that breed an exclusive Language. In treating
discourse as an event, as nore than a transmission of meaning.

by connectlng it to the ¡nechanisms that produce it, we perhaps

can un<lerrnine the r,as if" construction and concentrate on what
rtisll.
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APPENDIX 2

The follor^¡ing is a list of ny inítial contacts with the
Itr.^/omenrs comnunityrr. These are the events that I attended in
order to form a cognitive map of the rrwomenrs community", in
order to design the basetine research.

PUBLIC EVENTS

Nitassinan Action cal-l Ral-Iy
winnipeg Peace Vill-age
North-End Connunity Centre
Chilean Wonenrs Fund-raisers
International Womenrs Day events and raflies
Take Back the Night rally
Meech Lake Native SoÌidarity narches
Universlty Of Winnipeg Womenrs Centre events
In/omen I s Centres f und rais ing events
Pow-Wohrs ( rural- and urban)
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